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Integratj-ve Thesis
Field Proj ect

There have been few studies that have attempted to
understand the world of parents rai-sing a chird isit,h
depression.

This study introduces the magnitude of the

problem of chil-dhood depres sion and expl-ores what it means
to be the mother of an adol-escent with depression. For
this study, three mothers of adolescents wit.h depression
were questioned in unstructured interviews.

intervi-ews were transcribed,

and the resulting

analyzed using a six-stage process.

The taped

texts were

Four core themes were

extracted-maternal ro1e, support, family diseguil_ibrium,
and grief-and reveal_ed what it

was

like for mothers raisi_ng

a child with depressj-on. Hermeneutic phenomenology
provided the philosophical

framework for this study.

vii

M. Newman's Health as Expanding consciousness theory

provided the context from which meaning was explicat.ed by

the study's participants.
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Chapter

1

roducti on
The recently released Un j-ted States Surgeon General-, s
report (1999) on mental health outlines the scope and
I nt

nature of mental- health problems in the U. S. It notes that
these problems, in addition to causing immense human
suffering and family disruptj-on, are financially costly to
society. The massive Globa1 Burden of Disease study
(L996), in which the Worl-d Health Organi-zation, the World
Bank, and Harvard University determj-ned the global burden
of al-I health conditions, ranked mental illness as the
second leading cause of premature death and disahility
in
the

.

In

act, "Mental heal-th disorders are the second
most disabling conditj,ons second only to card.iovascuLar
disease" (Report of the surgeon General, lggg, p. 3).
U-S

f

Estimates by the Surgeon General (1999) of mentaJ
disorders in chiJ-dren and adolescents parall-el that in
adults to approximately one in fiver or Zo? of the u.s.
popuration, in a given year,- about 5% of alr children
experience what professionals term as extreme functional
impairment or "that which severely disrupts their ability
to function socialIy,
(p. 46) .

academicarly and emotionally,,

According to the surgeon General (i-ggg), the
depressive disorders (i, e. , maj or depression, dysthymia and
bipol-ar disorders ) constj-tute a signif icant problem and are
the most frequently diagnosed mood disorders in children

L
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and adolescents (p. 150) .
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A prevalence study by Smucker,

Craighead, Craighead, and Green (1985) found that at any
one time, between 10t and 15* of the chil-d and adol-escent
population has some symptoms of depression.
Schaffer, Fisher, €t aI.
full-blown

Further,

(1996) reports the prevalence of

major depression among children ages 9 to L1 to

be estimated at 5t.

(Estimates of 1-year depression

prevalence in children range from 0.48 to 2.5t, and in
adolescents, considerably higher-in some studj-es as high
8.3t)

(Anderson & McGee, L994i Lewi.nsohn, Cfark, Seely

as

&

, 7994; Garrison, Wal1er, Cuf fee, McKeon, Addy, &
Jackson, L997 ; Kessler & IlIa1ters, 1998 ) . For purposes of

Rohde

comparison, the 1-year prevalence in adul-ts is about 5.3+
(Murphy, Olivier, Monson, Sobol, & Leighton, 1 98 I ) .
The popular literature

Hales and Hales
magazine reports,

reflects

similar findings.

, in a recent edition of Parade
ttDepression is the most coflrmon emotional

(2OOZ)

prohlem in ado1escence and the single greatest risk factor
for suicide"

(p. 4) .

Because depression suhstantially

increases the risk of suicide,

suj-cidal ideology is of

serious concern for parents and clinicians

who provide care

for children and adolescents with depression.
the Center f or Disease Control-

According to

, 1999 ) , the incidence
of suicide attempts reaches a peak during the midadolescent years,' and mortality

(CDC

f

rom suicide, which
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increases st,eadily through the teens, is the third leading
cause of death at that age.
contributing
Citizen's

to the overal1 problem, a report by the
League (2001- ) of Minnesota cites mental health

care for children is 'tf ractured.f of ten coming too late, and
forces parents to fight for treatment that is guaranteed by
law" (p - l-2l . These conditions imply increased l-evel-s of
family stress and generate concern as to their impact upon
family wel-l--being. As a public health nurse workj-ng with
parents of children diagnosed with mental health disorders,
and also as a parent of two chil-dren having experienced
mental health dif f icul-ties, f am al-I too f amj-Iiar with the
challenges faced by families.
It is the intent, of this

study to illuminate

what it means to be the mother of
adol-escent with depression, to be sensitive to the
unigueness of the person in this particuJar

s

an

j-tuation, and

to apprehend that which contrlbutes toward the good of that
person,
Background and signiticance

of the

probl_em

A considerable amount of the mental heal-th l-iterature
has historically
focused on mental- ill-ness in an effort to
serve individuals

who were most severely affected by their

conditj-ons.

"OnIy recently, as the mental health field has
matured, has it hegun to respond to intensifying interest
and concerns ahout di-sease prevention and heal-th promoti-on,,
(Report of the Surgeon General_, Lggg, p. 4). Therefore,
the accumulated body of knowledge involving topic areas

3
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other than that which focuses on mental illness
expans j-ve
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is less

.

A cursory review of the classic Iiterature

revealed

the nature of the problem faced by parents raising a child
with depression has emphasized the need to consider both
the socj-al contexts for child behavior problems and the
reciprocal infl-uences inherent in these contexts (Routh,
l-980) .

Although parents' characteristics

as a context for

chil-d behavj-or problems has received some attention
(Paternite & Loney , L98 0 ) , littl-e, if any, Erttention has
been paid to the lived parental experience of raising
children with mental health problems. According to
Cantwell (Lg'l2I , within a f ramework of identi f ying causes
of child behavior problems, from the perspective of the
effect the parent has on the child, a greater incidence of
problems for the parents has heen reported. Problems
identified

include paternal alcoholism and sociopathy and

maternal hysteria . Additionally,

the vast

maj

ority

of the

mental health research emanates from within a clinical
psychofogy framework;'smaller amounts of research were
f

ound to originate

any, qualitatively

within a nursing context and littl-e,

if

describes the lived experience of

parents raising a chll-d with a mental health disorder.
Parenting has been descrihed generally as a stressful
l-ife event (Gihauld-Wallston & Wandersman , L97B; Freidman,
1998), and the manifestation of major and persj-stent child
problems may be the most signifj-cant dimension of stress
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across a range of unpleasant parental efforts (Weinberg &
Richardson, l-g8l). This, when combj_ned with the widespread
prevalence of depres s i-on among children, has f ar-reaching
implications for famil-ies and society. Therefore, the
importance of studying the parental experj_ence
holistically,
and not just the rore a chiId,s mentaL
health, contributes to format j-on of parental stress, should
not be overlooked. rt may werl be that society and its
systems significantly

stress felt

contribute to or exacerbate the
by parents. Thus, it is of importance to

increase our knowl-edge of the basic social processes that
illuminate human health and illness events, so that those
processes deemed beneficial and supportive of families
might be fostered.
Purpose of the

Resea

rch

The intent of thj-s research is to answer the guestion,

what is the lived experience of being a mother of a chil-d
with depression? One assumption I held is that the quality
of this experience is directly rel-ated to the behaviors and
interactions

of the child within the famiry system and
closely l-inked to psychosociar, economic and cultural
variabl-es within the family environment.
The study proposes a quaritative

design using

a

hermeneutic phenomenological- mode of inquiry and Newman's
( 1999 ) theory of heal-th as a basis f or
understanding the

experience of mothers caring for their children afflicted
with depression. The two paradigms were chosen to

5
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G

elucidate the caregivingr phenomena from a perspective
different

from that of the extant literature.

The

literature

on caregivS-ngr for people with mental illness
predominantly deals with the concept of burden (Barusch
Spaid, 1989; Bull-, 1990,' Cook & Pickett,
Lefley, 1987; Montgomery ,
Throughout the literature,

L98

&

1988; Jones, L995;

9; Thompson & DoII,

1982 )

.

the urord burden was f ound to
describe the caregiving phenomena. Caregiving, as a
multidimensional phenomena, requires a holistic
investigative

approach to lay open the phenomena for what

it is, and to explicate t.he meanj-ng ascribed to the
phenomena

by the individual

therefore,

utilizes

experiencing it.

This study,

two complementary paradigms, which seek

to promote a shared understanding, reveal- existential
meaning and il-luminate possibilities

f

or action.

Overvrew of the.Research Paradigms

Nursing has Iong encouraged detailed attention to the
care of people as humans and grounds its practice in a
holistic

belief

spirit.

It is this phil-osophy that calls for a mode of

system that cares for mind, body and

inquiry in whj-ch t,he int,egrated whole be explored
(Streubert & Carpenter, t999). Because phenomenoLogical
inquiry requires a holistic
world relative
well-suited

approach as it explores the

to a particul-ar phenomena of interest,

as the theoretical

framework investigating

phenomena important to nursj-ng and other human science

disciplines.

it is

Lived Experi_ence
Phenomenologyr ds a sciencer s€eks to explicate the

essence of a particul-ar phenomenar Ers lived experience in
search for the unity of meaning, which is the

identification

of a phenomenon and its accurate description
through the everyday lived exper j-ence (Rose, Beeby, &
Parker, 19 95 ) . Hermeneutic phenomenology was chosen as t.he
guiding framework to uncover the meaning of the experience
of being a mother of a child with depression, because more
than other perspectives (positivistic

modes), the major

emphasis is on the meaning of the situatj_on (a child,s

depression) to the person (mother), A question about
meaning is a question ahout how one understands an
experience.

Therefore, to study the meaning of an
experi-ence, one mus t unders tand how the parti cipant s in the
study interpret an experj-ence within the context of their
worId.
Margaret Newman,s (1999) theory of Heal-th as Expanding
conscr-ousness (HEC ) is the context within which existential
meaning may be explicated.

life,

The theory asserts a meaning to
that illness reflects the Iife

health and illness;
pattern of a person, and health is the unending pattern of
evolving, expanding consciousness. Her theory advocates
that every person in every situation, ilo matter how

dj-sordered and hopeless, is in a process of becoming more
of oneself - The theory further provides a framework for
the nurse-client relationship to form, which involves being
fully

present to the client

without judgments, goars or

l
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intervention

strategies.

According to Newman,

is about meaning: "The meaning of life

HEC

theory

and of health and

of what those of us in the heal-th professions can do about
it" (p. xxiv) .
Health as Expanding Consciousness provides
theoretical

a

framework consi-stent with the basi-c tenets of

hermeneutic phenomenology, which "offers us the possibility
of plausibl,e insights that bring us in more direct contact
with the world" (van MHnen, 1990, p. 9) .

I
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Chapter
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2

Methodology
MethodoTogicaT Paradign

A hermeneutic phenomenological framework was utilized
to uncover the phenomena of being the mother of a chiLd
with depression. This methodology is welI-suited as the
mode of inquiry,

hecause it

seeks to grasp the nature of

everyday experi-ence (phenomenon ) as experienced by

humans

.

Phenomenol. ogy

Phenomenology as defined by Streubert and Carpenter

) is t'a science whose purpose is to describe t a l
particular phenomenar or the appearance of thingsr ds ]ived
experience" (p. 43 ) . van Mdnen ( 1990 ) aptly frames the
(

199

9

purpose of phenomenol0gy in its aim to understand. the
meaning and the nature of an experience by asking, .'[rlhat is
this or that experience 1ike?,, (p. g ) .

A deeper conceptual-ization is furnished by Ed.mund
Husserl (1913/7970), the father of the phenomenological
movement. Husserl el-ucidates phenomenorogy from its
philosophlcal foundatj-on as having
as its exclusive concern, experience j-ntuitively
seizable and analyzable in the pure generarity of
their essence, not experiences empj-ricalIy perceived
and treated as real facts,

as experiences of human or

anj-mal experiments in the phenornenal world that.

we

posit as an empirical- fact. This phenomenology must
hring to pure expression, must describe i-n terms of

Lived Experience
their essential concepts and their

governing formulae

of essence, the essences which directly
themselves known in intuition,

make

and the connections

which have their roots in such essences.
statement of essence is an a priori
highest sense of the word.

10

(p

Each

statement in the

. 249)

Thus, phenomenol-ogy endeavors to reveal the essence, the
true nature of an experience that gives "common
understanding to the phenomenon under investigation"
(Streubert & Carpenter, 7999, p. 46).
Further, it seeks to gain a profound understanding of
another person's direct experience of the worId, their
l1feworld.

According to Marsh and Willis

concept of lifeworld

interior

relates to the lived quality of the

experience of the individual,

each individual

and suggests that

holds a personal- consciousness about each

concrete situat j-on experienced.
f

(1999), the

Each experience includes

a

using of af f ective, cog'nitive and physiological- react,ion

to the sj-tuation for which phenomenology attempts to unlock
the experience itself.
Hermeneu t

-r-

'

cs

Neuman (1997) describes hermeneutics as an

interpretive

framework within phenomenology and as a theory

of meaning originating
derives

f

in the nineteenth century.

The term

rom the mythologicaL Greek god, H€rmes, whose rol"e

it was to communicate the desires of the gods to mortals.

Lived Experience
According to sokolowski (2000), hermeneutics
originally stressed the reading and interpretation
which centered on biblical

and literary

11

of text,

interpretation.

The notion of hermeneutics was expanded on by Heidegger

(!926/1998), from the study of texLs to a phil-osophy of
meaning and the self -interpretatj-on of human existence.
further postulated hermeneutj-cs as t'an i-nterpretation of

He

Dasein's being" (pp. 37-38) . Translated from German,
Dasein i s ta ken to mean 'tbeing there" (cohen, Kahn, &
steeves, 2000, p. 5) . The term was further explained to
refer to the human capacity to comprehend itself.
Cohen,
Kahn & Steeves (2000) synopsized Heidegger's hermeneutics
(1) an attempt to understand the phenomena
of the wor]d, (2) an attempt to understand the nature of
as threefold:

understanding the wor]d, and (3) an attempt to understand
being itserf (p. 5) . van MHnen (1990) offers a simpler
understanding of hermeneutics as the theory and practice of
interpreting texts (p. 179). From a traditional
perspective, hermeneut.ics is an interpretive art and .ra
means for arriving

at a deeper understanding of human
existence through attention to the nature of language and
meaning" (Allen & Jenson, 1990, p. 241,).
Hermeneut

ic

Phenomeno-i ogy

Hermeneutic phenomenology combines hermeneutj-c and
phenomenol-ogical- traditions and method to search out the

relationships

and meanings that knowledge and context hold
for each other (Lincoln & Guba, 1gB5).
Augsburg College Library
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van MEnen (1990) specifies that the two frameworks
combined hold true to their philosophical

underpinnings in

terms of methodology. The methodology remains descriptive
(phenomenological), because it seeks "to be attentive to
how things appear" (p. 180), and interpretive

(hermeneutic), hecause *'there is no such thing
uninterpreted phenomena" (p, 180).
contradiction

as

This apparent

is acknowledged by van Mfrnen; if

phenomenoLogy's emphasj-s is pure description

hermeneutic's is interpretation,

how is it

and

conceivahle for

one to interpret, phenomena? This contradiction

is resolved

with an acknowledgrnent that as Ii f e experiences are
captured in language, they are int rinsically j-nterpretive
by their very nature.
Definition
L

of

Terms

ifewor Ld

Lif eworld, ds posited by Husserl-

, is a central
concept. of phenomenology and is simply meant to describe
the world as it

is experienced.

contrast to modern science.

197 0 )

Sokolowski (2000) enhances

this understanding with an explication
which emerges as a philosophical

(

of the concept,

issue standing in stark

The conceptualization

post,ulates the conventional- sciences, couched in
mathematical expressj-on, is the basis for the real world;
this opposed to a world interpreted by human minds
responding to human senses .

In other words, this

philosophy holds the world we sensef the world of colors,

Lived Experience
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' t,rees, rivers and rocks, is ultimately unreal as we
experience it.
'*Atoms and molecules and the f orces, f ields
sounds

and laws described by science are said to be the true
reality of things" (p . 14 6 ) .
Phenomenology reconcil-es the two worl-ds by stipulating

the exact, mathematical scj-ences take their origin from the
lived world. Soko]owski (2000) explains the exact sciences
are "a transformation of the experience we directly have of
the things in the world; they push this experience to a
much higher level of identification,
and correlatively they
transform the objects we experience into idearized,
mathematical obj ects" (p. 1T 4 ) . Thus, the exact sciences
exist to inform us of our deal-ings with the things of this
world with increased precision; they do not abandon the
world serving as their foundation (sokol_owski, 2000). so,
it is with a clearer understanding of the notion that.
phenomenology could be the meLhodological tool with which

the compl-ex lj-feworld is revealed and understood. MerleauPonty ( 19 62 ) elucidates the notion poeti-car]y:
To return to the things themseJves is to return to the
worrd which precedes knowledge, of which knowredge
always speaks, and in relation

to every scientific

schematization is an abstract and derivative signlanguage, as is geography in relation to the
countryside in which we have learned beforehand what
forest, a prairi_e or a rj_ver is.
(p. ix)

a
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Inten t ional ity

If lifeworld
intentionality

is central to phenomenology,

becomes the foundation from which lifeworld

can emerqe. fntentionality
teaches'tthat

links us to the worLd; it

every act of consciousness we perform, every

experience we have, is intentional; it is essentially
tconsciousness af' or an 'experience of' something or
other" (Sokolowski, 2000, p. 8).

Phenomenology overcomes

the mind-body dichotomy posed hy Cartesian philosophy,
which ties the mind to its organicity.

The philosophy is

predicated on the assumption the mind is contained within
the physical brain, and being so embodied is incapable of

.

being in touch with anything other than its own brain
state . Sokol-owski- (2000 ) explicates this understandj-ng
further:

"our consciousness, first

and foremost, is not

anything at all.

Ratherr we are caught in an
'egocentric predicament,'' all we can really be sure of at
the start i-s our own conscious exi-stence and the states of
'of'

that conscj-ousness" (p. 9) .
Phenomenorogy refutes the philosophy that ties
human condition to this egocentric predicament.

the

rt

restores the belief that the mind and world are correlated
to one another.

The concept of intentionality

declares

that consciousness is directed toward the world and that
things are as they present themselves (Sokolowski, 2000) ,
Dahlberg, Drew and Nystrom (200f ) explaj-n, inherent to the
moment of perception, the phenomenological- frame of mind

Lived Experience
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simultaneously assigns meaning and understanding to an
experience. It reasons that the characteristics of an
obj ect or event al-l-ow us to apprehend its essence r rTr&king
it the phenomena it is, Thus, it is through an .ractive
rel-ationship in which we experience the things and events
of our world as endowed with meaning, as meant, .
[that] we understand the meaning of things . r
belong to and signify our world', (p. 56).
Intersubj ect ivity

that

one rast concept of phenomenological epistemology
needs to be illuminated in the rearm of rifeworrd

philosophy, and that is intersubjectivity.
The nature of
the hurnan world is viewed intersubj ective I since being
human invoJves being in the world with others.
Heidegger
, t'The world is always the one that r
share with others. The worrd Dasein is a with-world..
Being-in is being-with others,, (p. 15S ) . An important
(

1918 / 1926

)

deems

aspect of the concept is t.he notion that observat.ions of an
obj ect f rom one vant,age point wil-l- be dif f erent f rom
another's perspective of the same object from an opposing
vantage point.
If the object is turned, perspectives of
the object wirl change. what was seen becomes unseen; what
was unseen hecomes seen. One can appreciate an object as

transcending one's viewpoint, being aware that others are
capable of seeing the object precisely as the other sees
it - This aspecL of intentionality
plays an important role
when attempting to understand another person,

The
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reasoning affords understanding of another person's
actions, based on an understanding of the actions of
oneself under similar
attributing

circumstances.

intentionality

(insiqht)

It does so by
to another' s actions

based on the assumption that intentions

similar to ours
underlie the behavior of others (Dahlberg et dJ., 2001) .

Mutual ity

The intersubj ective world of being with others gives

rise to a sense of mutuality.

Mutuality is best understood

as being present and in relationship with another. Watson
(1999) describes the concept within the context of presence
as *'being there for the other
. being with the
other . .
I and] having consc j-ous int.ention to be
available to another" (pp. 225-226) Ass umpt jons of Hermeneutic

Phenomenol-ogy

Crucial to an understandj-ng of any research
methodology are the phil-osophical underpinnings

articulating

that world view.

There are several basic
assumptions associated with hermeneut j-c phenomenol-ogy.
principal

as

sumption is that of

researcher and participant.

mutual-

A

ity between

van M6nen

) elucldates
the foundatj-onal nature of mutuality in terms of its
(

1990

phenomenologlcal framework and specifies it as essentially
t'intersubjective in that the human science researcher needs

the other

in order to develop a dialogic relation

with the phenomenon, and thus val-idate the phenomenon as
described" (p. 11) . Additionally, it is presumed that
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theory ought to be based on interpretation,
and inasmuch as
interpretations vary, there is no single rearity.
other
assumptions include the value of subjectivity,
the
import,ance that context holds f or explanations, that bias
needs to be art icul-ated, and ideas evolve over t ime ( Cohen

et &1., 2000).
Mutuarity, within the context of hermeneutj_c
phenomenology, manifests as the researcher seeks to uncover
a shared understanding of the meaning an experience holds
for a participant.
The act i-s described by van MEnen
(1990) as a caring acti to share one's being with another
is to comprehend the nature of another human being. It is
through hi s conception of int.ent ionali ty " to hecome more
fuJ-Iy a part of the worrd" t.hat mutuality becomes
achievable (p.

5

)

This sense of mutuality of rived experience thus
becomes the description of a particular phenomenon; the
researcher takes on specific responsibilitj_es in
transforming the information. The method used to come to
this mutual- understanding of experience is offered by van
MHnen (1990):

1.

Turn to the nature of rived experience by
orienting to the phenomena, and explicating
assumptions and pre-understanding;

2.

Engage in existentia]

investigation,

which

involves exploring the phenomenon and generating
data,-

Lived Experience
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Engage in phenomenoLogical ref Lection, whj-ch

involves conducting thematic analysis;
4.

Describe the phenomenon through the art of writing
and re-writing;

5.

Maintain a strong and oriented relatj-on to
phenomenon

6.

t,he

r'

Ba1ance the research context by considering parts

and whole.
The primary mode of inquiry used to come to shared
meaning is often a dialogic method of uncovery.

The

purpose of the process is to reveal all possihilities
Iimits

to understanding a phenomenon. Gadamer (1"995

and
)

refers to this discovery as "opening up to new horizons" of
thought and vision (p. 203) . A dialogue, conversational- in
style but technically
this study.

an interview, was the format used for

The goal was to achieve an in-depth

conceptualization

of the phenomenon, thereby fostering

an

enliqhtened understanding of the experience.
Achieving an

enl-

ightened understanding of the

phenomenon occurs through an analysis of emerging themes.

Dahlberg, Drew and Nystrom (2001) specify emerging
patterns, portraying not only a commonly shared
understanding, but also that of uniqueness of the
individuals

to

whom

they refer.

Thematic analysis searches

for the essentia1 structure of the phenomenon through
identification

of

common themes

or essences, and

establishes patterns of reLationships shared by particular

L
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phenomena. "Critical

elements or essences are described
singularry and then within the context of their

relationship

to one another" (streubert & Carpenter, lggg,

p. 52).
For the purpose of clarity, the terms used to describe
phenomenological themes are hereby defined. van Mtsnen
(1990) defines themes as "the structures of experience,,
(p. 79) - In this study, theme is meant as the portion of
data examined as a unit of meaning (i.e., element,) and
major component of the phenomenon. Themes impart the
meaning of the phenomenon being studied.

a

Elements are the

major components, which, when combined, create meaning and
help form the theme. The term, aspect, often used
interchangeably with the term, subsuming theme, is used to
represent units of meaning or facets of an element, which
help

j.n is a designate used
to refer to a set of aspects which display simj-lar action
or properti-es. core themes are those themes of an
essentj-a1 nature to the descri-ption and meaning of the
make,

clear the phenomenon.

Doma

phenomenon and are common to the experience of aLl-

participants.

rncidental- themes are those themes shared by
some but not all, Pdrtic j-pants . These themes represent a
'
ma j or dimension of the phenomenon f or those experj-encing

ir.
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.Research MethodoTogy
Bracke

ting

Hermeneuti c phenomenologi cal met hod beg j-ns with

Streubert & Carpenter (1999) state the purpose

bracketing-

of this activity

is "to bring to consciousness and
explicate what is believed about a topic" (p. 20) .
Explication of personal beliefs

creates the personal

awareness necessary so that a researcher might ldentify

pre-held judgments, and in so doing, reduce the potential
to infl-uence and aLter actual data as revealed by
parti-cipants.

Bracketing affords an open and honest

approach to data collection,

which aids in the attempt by
the researcher to reduce personal bias.
It was important and necessary for me to put aside any
pre-heId heliefs and understanding of the phenomena I was
about to explore.

As the mother of two adolescents with
depression, and as a pubric health nurse working with
parents of children diagnosed with mental health disorders,
r had many experiences with the phenomena r sought to
study. These preconceptions needed to be explicated; this
study was not to be a reflection
of the individuals

of my experiences but that

I sought to understand.

I brought to this study my life

experiences, which

incl-udes a college education; a bachelor' s degree in

nursing and l-iberal arts education; and a Z5-year history
practicing nursing. Twenty-two of those years were
practicing

as a public health nurse with an emphasis

on
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maternal-child health j-ssues. My nursing background,
combined with 22 years of motherhood, shaped my be1iefs
about parenting, health and iIlness.
Based on my experiences as a mother of children with

depression, r had many opinions of what r might find
relat j-ve to others' experiences . Personal experiences
regarding maternar feelings, family functioning and
expectations associated with formal and informal- networks
of support had to be set to the side. rt was my purpose to
reveal the phenomenon as experienced by these individuals
participating in this study, to he true to their reality
rather than providing an autohiographical account of the
phenomena.

Famil-iarity with the literature in the realms of
family systems theory, early childhood, child development
t.heory, maternal-child healthr stress and adaptation
theory, parenting, epidemiorogy and mental heal-th,
psychology, childhood depression and treatment modalities
required I acknowledge the persona] understandings I held
reflective

of my particul-ar frame of reference and
lndividua1 worJd view. This knowledge base, discl-osed and
praced to the side, hefps bring to awareness pre-he]d
belief

.

I needed to recogni ze the understandJ-ngs I hel-d
in order to refrain from making judgments as I explored the
s

lifeworld

of mothers and their children with depression.
My professional experience as a public health nurse

involved working intimately

with scores of famil-ies over
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suffered the afflictions

of poverty, family violence, low educational attainment,
unintended pregnancy, chemical dependency, pdrenting
difficulties,

and mental health disorders .

the tribulations

f had attended

and stories of many mothers.

I needed to

bring these understandings to consciousnessf to turn to the
mothers in this study in order to give voice to their
experience alone.
Part ic ipants

Approval ( see Appendix A) for the study was obtained
from the County Human Service Committee and
Director.

Individuals

Human

Services

were sel-ected to participate

in this

study based on thei,r firsthand experience with the
phenomenon under investigation.

Lincoln and Guba (1985)

have labeled this type of sampling as purposiver or

purposeful samplingr

Ers

opposed to random sampling,

The

intent of this type of sampling is to ohtain data from
those with a direct experience of the phenomenon. Thus,
participants hrere recruj-ted from families receiving
services through chiJdren's mental health case management.
Primary contact was initiated
manag,ers by phone.

by the county's case

They then cornmunicated introductory

information about the study to eligible

participants.

A

recruitment script was provided (see Appendix B) and read
to each potential

participant

in order to identify

mothers with a possible interest

study.

those

in volunteering for the

Verbal consent was sought by the case managers to
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refer any prospective participants
determj-nation of participatj-on
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on for further

potential.

I contacted

these mothers and provided them with additional

information

and inquired further about their willingness

their t j-me to the study.

to vol-unteer
The research quest j-on, along with

a basic description of the conversational nature of the
interview and amount of time commitment requiredf was
presented at the time of asking for vorunteers.
Originally,

five potential- participants

were referred

by the case managers. Four initially
agreed to
participation;
subseguently, another mother requested to
withdraw from the study due to family issues. participants
were remj-nded on an ongoing basis of the voluntary nature
of the study. ?hey had the right to withdraw from the

study, decline to answer questions or stop the tape at any
time during the intervj-ew proces s .
The purposive sample thus consisted of three mothers
of children ages L2 to 19 years with a Diagnostic and

statistical

Manual rv (DSM rv) diagnoses of depression.

The mothers' age range was 25 to 60 years.

The women aII

were high school educated; one was college educated with a
four-year degree. The col-lege-educated mother was employed

outside of the

i the other two had been l-aid of f and
were in the process of seeking new employment
opportunj.ties. Of the two mothers seeking employment, one
home

was divorced and the other separated with divorce

impending. The third mother was married.

All- three
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mothers were Caucasian of European descent; one mentioned

her Swedish cultural

background and its influence on her

current parenting style.
Data Col-l-ect ion
Upon determining the willingness

study, prospective participants
information detailing

to volunteer for the

were provided with further

the study process.

Their questions

were answered, rapport was nurtured, and an appointment
s

chedul-ed f or the interview to take place

was

.

The interview was arranged for a time and place

convenient for t.he participant.

The setting for the

interview was selected by the participant;

their

choice

was

a reflection

of personal- comfort and met with their
convenience. Intervi-ews took place in participants'

homes,

or at their request, a secluded site wit,hin the public
health of f i-ce.
Prior to conductlng the first

interview,

participants

were inf ormed the interview would be audj-otaped. Each
participant was reminded they could stop the tape at any
time, and they need not answer questions if they were
uncomfortable. Consents (see Appendix C) were explained
and obtained before the interview.
The taped conversati-on took approximately one to two

hours.

The interview format was conversational- in style.

This differs

from interviews that are tightly

structured,

using a directive style of guestioning. The approach to
the j-nterview style used in this study was described by
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Holstein and Gubrium (1995) as an "active interview,,
(p. 7 6 ) . This type of interview, dialog j-c in nature r seeks
to exchange information between the participant and
researcher in both directions.

The format is fairly

unstructured; the emphasis of the int,erviewer is on
listening to whatever the participant says versus guiding
and controlling

the conversation.

An unstructured

interview provides the opportunity for the greatest
latitude in response by the participant.
open-ended
questions provide the opportunity for the participant
rnove freely in his description

to

of the experience (Streubert

& Carpenter, 1999).

interview methods, adapted from cohen et al.
(2000), were used to sol-icit participant narrative withj-n
the context of a conversati-onal dia1ogue ( see Appendix D ) .
The chosen method depended on the way the participant
Two

talked about the experience, €ither in the past or present
tense. A longitudinal, prospective mode of inquiry was
used when informants were undergoing an experience; a
retrospective approach was used when inquiry focused on

what had already happened. rn the prospective approach,
the inguiry initially
begins with guestioning that elicits
as much detail

as possible about the part.icipant's daily
lif e. A f irst-level
statement is, t'Tell me about t.he most
important thing that has happened to you recentJy. ,, A

second-level statement attempts to broaden t.he scope of the
narrative by explicating the fullness of the experience:
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'tTell me what has caused you to be happy recently"
depending on the response to the first

third-IeveL
daily life

(

statement).
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or sad,
The

statement attempts to fill in the detail of the
experience. *'Pick a typical day and help me

understand what that is like for you" is an example.
When

a retrospective

approach is used, inquiries

used that turn the participant

him/her to talk about it.

are

to the experience and asks

The inquiry begins with

a

general guestion, such ES, **What is it like to have [this
experienceI?" Answers can then be probed until the
experience is fully described (Ray, 1994) . It was
important not to 1et the probes become directive

or

structure the interview process in a predetermined way.
The intent of these questions was to reveal more fulIy and
richly

the meaning the experience hol-ds for the
participant.
Examples are: *'Tell- me more. " "How was that
for you?" t'I'm not sure f understand."

*'What do you

mean?" Probes were valuable modes of inguiry within both
the prospective and retrospective approaches, offering an
enrichment of the descriptive

detail- of the experj-ence.

Regardless of the int,erview techniques employed, it is

imperative the researcher establish rapport with the
participant.
This is done "by conveying a sense of
interest

and concern for the research informant"

& Carpenter , 1999, p. 24) .

(

Streubert

Accordingly, only through

established sense of trust and harmony wilI

an

the participant

feel comfortable revealing personal and sensitive
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by reveating r was a

mother of two children with depression, the participants
might feel more at ease t.alking with me about their
experience.

I provided the reassurance my intent was to
learn about the phenomena as experienced by them, opposed
to my one-sided view.
atmosphere of trust

experience with

rt was my purpose to create

an

for them to be abl-e to share their

me.

Rounding out data coll-ection ef f orts,

and adj unct to

the verbatim text produced through the interview, field
notes offered another dimensi-on to the data. Data frorn the
interview was enlarged upon by written narrati_ve and
observatj-ons made in the field

immediately following.
the

s

during the interview or
Notes were made as metj-culousIy

j-tuat ion allowed and as concretely as possible

Examples of data gathered from the field

as

.

include

participant

gestures, body language, emotions, surrounding
environment, and anything considered relevant to the
heing studied.
Part icipant Conf ident iaJ ity

phenomena

Ethical principl-es in research are of paramount
importance; client rights, confidentiality,
informed
consent and measures to quard against risk and harm apply
equally in practice and research situations.
An informed
consent (see Appendix C) for participation in the study was
obtained from the participants
research activities.

prior to initiation

of any

A consent to audiotape the interview
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quotes f rom part.icipants was also obtained.

t.o assure anonymity were provided through the

Efforts

informed consent process.
color-coded to reflect

Tapes and transcripts

the identity

were

of the participant.

Tapes were then transcribed omitting fuJ-l- names. Only the

first

letter

of the name was transcribed to the text.

The

key to the color code and tapes were kept in a secure
pIace.

Audiotapes and transcriptions

will

be destroyed at

the end of the study.
Data AnaJysrs

Data analysis commenced from the moment the interview
process was initiated.
Listening to the partic j-pant' s
description

of the phenomenon, I could not help but begin

to analyze and interpret, meaning. Cohen et al.
acknowledges the processes of data collection

(1999)

and analysis

are J-nseparable as the researcher goes about constructing
the

iel-d text derived through observation and interview.
Further, van Mdnen (1990) offers the argument "that all
f

description

is ultimately

interpretatro.r"

The next phase of'analysis

and listening

(p.

251 .

occurred through reading

to the transcriptions

over and over I

a

process referred to as dwelling with the data (Cohen et
df ., 1999).

The procedure involves complete immersion in

the data in an effort
process.

to fully

engage the analytical

The ultimate purpose of the phase is the

establishment of an '*orienting gestalt"
20

00,

p . 7 6)

(Cohen et df . ,

, an ori-ginal sense of the data that will

drive
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Zg
&

Mulderij,

1983, l-984,. van Mfrnen, !g90) . An overall sense
of the data was beginning to emerge through t,he initial
phases of analysis.
Text Analysis
The next phase of the process involved text analysis.
The trans cript s were trans cr j-bed into tr"ro columns . The

left

column contained the verbatim text and data obtained

through the field

note entries.

space for analysis, reflection

The right column provided
and theme identification.

Important to this aspect of analysis was the challenge
to reduce as much as possible the hias I brought to the
study of the phenomena. Two steps were taken to reduce
bias.

The first

was to take inventory of personal

preconceptions, ul'tstated assumptions and other prejudices.
This was accomplished through the bracketing exerci-ses
already discussed.

The second step are those thinqs done

by the researcher to open up the process of inquiry to
outs ide scrutiny ( Cohen et df . , 2 0 00 ) .
The notion of opening up to inquiry in the simplest
sense refers to the routine practices such as verifying

transcribed audiotapes for accuracy. rn a deeper sense,
the analytic system and process used may be checked by
those experienced with the methodology or the phenomena
(Cohen et dI., 2000). f was very fortunate to have
itself
as my advisor an individual
used for this study.

experienced in the methodology
I also utitized a process described
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Study

in this process are used to j udge the val-idity

of the data based on their expertise with the experience.
I returned to the participants

to check the accuracy of

interpretations

themes. All three

and identified

partici-pants validated the

f

my

indings, stating f had captured

the essence of the experience precisely.
The general approach for text analysis was described

by Cohen et aI, (2000), This approach identifies
basic steps.

First,

the researcher identifies

essential characteristics
systematically

of each int.erview.

three

the
I

looked at each interview and began to

pinpoint those elements particularly

descriptive

of the

phenomenon. The elements were thus determined and noted

within the text.
The second step is a reductive step.

critically

The researcher

examines the data and begins to eliminate that

data considered irrelevant

to the experience.

I began to

el-iminate non-essential phrases and digressions from the
topic so that I was left
experience.

with relevant expressions of the

After these steps I was able to begin a line-

by-line coding process in which words were transformed to
symbolize the deeper feelings and thoughts expressed by
participants.
The aj-m of the process was to essentially
begin to identify

elements without Josing sight. of the

whoJe (Cohen et df . ,

2000 )

.
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Thematic analysis, the last step in the process used,
was based on the Utrecht School of Phenomenology (Barritt

et dJ., 1983, 1984) .

The process builds on the coding
activity from the previous step. I procee,Ced with the task
by underscoring key phrases and words within the text and
assj-gned tentative

theme labe1s in the margin.

The

activity

required that I begin to identify common elements
from individual texts, characteristic of the collective

description of the phenomenon.
r next began to extract from text those passages
exemplary of the emergence of cofirmon themes and initiated
the process of categorizing and naming sub-themes. Theme
categories, determined to consist of findings similar to
two out of three participants,

were noted and labeled

as

incj-dental themes and put to the side. Themes that were
re f lective of the collective experience were 1abel-ed core
themes, or that which reveal-ed the essence of the
phenomenon

essential to the overall experience of the

participant.
Mutual theme-naming was part of the process descrihed
earlier as member checking. A second meet ing was hel-d r"rith
each mother,

The original

verbatim transcript

was

condensed into a two- to three-page summary to give voice

to the whole of the experience. Thi-s was read to each
mother. one mother responded to the reading with, r.wow,
you really nailed it on the head ! " Another responded with
tearsi she hadn't the words to express the feeling that
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listened and understood. The last mother

simply stated she had to have a copy of the
someone had
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finally

summary;

been able to apprehend her world.

The

emergent themes were presented at the time of the reading.
Each mother was encouraged to express her opinj-on about the

identified

theme. They were asked if these themes captured

the signif icance and meaning of thej-r experience.
mother af f irmed t.hat the themes did, in
essence of her experience.

negliqible.

We had

Theme

f

Each

act r r€f lect the

refinement

was

achieved agreement; the themes

decidedly provided a precise description of the phenomenon.
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3

Review

A cursory review of the literature presented earlier
provided the rudimentary information necessary to justify
an explorat j-on of the specif ied research question. A
continued thorough review is required to place the study,
findings within the canon of literature of r.rhat is known

s

about the topic.
Health as Expanding

Cons

ciousness

This study utiLizes the conceptual framework of
Margaret Newman (1999) as the theoretical foundatj-on and
context f rom which f indings take shape, j-nt.erpretations are
facilitated,

and meanings are elucj-dated,

Health as Expanding

Consc j-ousnes

s

Newman,s (1ggg)

(HEC

) theory ca1ls

f

a model of caring and healing practice,

which evokes

a

different

consciousness and intentionality,

human caring at its

core.

orth

and places

The f ramer+ork provi_des the

caring context, which illuminates an individual,s evolving
pattern of experience, while remaining consistent to the
phil-osophical underpinnings of a phenomenorogical
investigative approach. The elements of the essentialtheory, thereforer wErrant further clarification.
The concepts elucidated by HEC theory are ordered,

defined, i-nterrel-ated and broad j-n scope in their rel-ation
to existential abstractions that explain the phenomena of
health and disease.

According to Newman (1999), health

and
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as

'tpattern of the whole" (p. 24) .
Pat

tern
Pattern is central and the foundational concept of
Pattern is conceptualized from the paradigm of

theory.
nurs ing

HEC

s

cience heral-ded by Martha Rogers

(

197 0 )

.

The

paradigm observes human beings as unitary energy fields

that are inseparable from the larger unitary field
combines person-family-cofiImunity aLl at once.

that

Pattern of

the whole is the synergy of energy created through

an

evolvi,ng pattern of person-environment interrel-ation,

which

gives rise to expanding consciousness. Pattern is further
conceptualized as a manifestation of conscj-ousness, which
is defined by Newman (1999) as the informational capacity
of the system to interact with its envj-ronment.
Evo J-v ing Consci ousness

Evolving consciousness, a

ma

j or t.heme of HEC theory,

was developed by Neurman ( 19 9 9 ) through an understanding of

the rhythmic phenomena described by flya Prigogine's theory
of dissipative structures (Prigogine & Stenqers, I984).
Dissipative structures manifest as a series of rhythmic
*'ups and downs Icycling]

througrh varying degrees of

organi zaLion and disorgani zat ion but al-l- as one unitary

process" (Newman, 1999, p. xxv) .

The theory postulates

a

system fluctuating

in a rhythmic, orderly fashion until-

a

chance event (i.e.,

diseasef trauma, stress) occurs to

disrupt the system into disorganized fluctuat.ions,

from
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which the system has the potential
level of organization.

to emerge at a higher
Pharris (2000) offers j-nsight into

t,he phenomenon as an opportunity for growth and
transformation to a higher, expanded level of
consciousness.
The process of expanding consciousness j-s experienced

as a movement toward the j-ncreasing complexity of the
living system, characterized by a choice point (young,
, illumination and pattern recognition, resulting in a
transformation and discovery of new rules of a higher level
of organization (Marchione, 1gg3) . Accordingty, expanding
197 6)

consciousness becomes the abstracted definition

of health

t^rithin this f ramework.
Pattern RecoErn ition
A central concept of HEC theory is pattern
recoginition. Neurman (1999) explicates the importance of
the concept in terms of the energy exchange of personenvironment interaction.
rt is through the process of
pattern recoqnition that the description brought about by
the presence of dlsease, trauma or stressfuL evenLs is
transformed into a new way of being, and an emergence of
health is actualized.
Carinq and Health
Caring and health are two
and are interrelated

practice.

maj

or concepts of

HEC

theory

that have guided nursing
Newman (1999) defines caring in the health
phenomena

perspective as a process requiring the nurse to practice
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from the t'center of her truth and [to] be fully present to
the client" (p. 109). Newman characterizes the process as
the unconditional acceptance of the pattern of the whole,
which call-s for unconditional love and manifests "in
sensitivity

to seIf, attention

a

to others, and creativity"

(p. 140).
theory, nursing practice is directed
toward recognizing the pattern of the person in interaction
According to

HEC

with the environment, while assisting people to utilize
power that j-s within them as they evolve toward higher

the

leveIs of consciousness. The theory posits the ultimate
principle of evolution is not adaptation, but
transformation.
and illuminates

Watson (1999) offers new considerations

the nature of the transformative

consciousness. This transformative process emerges
"part of one's way of being in relation
others

(

with self

as part of one' s conscious intent.ionality,

as

and

to hold

caring, healing and loving thoughts that offer wholeness"
(p. 128) . The process is described as a spiritual,
if not
sacred, dimension to transpersonal caring-healing

work.

ft

is with this process in mind that Newman i1999) asserts the
appfication of HEC theory, in practice, has the potential
to promote personal transformation of both practitioner

and

client.
Ifi s tor ica l- Trends

Three evolutionary phases associated with nursing
history and representative of j,deological shifts in thought
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have affected the development of scientific

3'l

]iterature.

These paradigms are identified

by their phil-osophicaJ
groundings: particulate-deterministic
(paradigm r),
integrative-interactive
transformative

(paradigm rr ) , and unit,ary(paradigm rrr) (Fawcett, 1993; Newman, Lggz;

Parses,1981).
Fa

rt icu Tate -de term:.n:
The first

s

tr

c

pa

radigm

paradigm matriculates

from the

reductionistic

philosophy foundational_ to western
biomedicine. This paradigm arises out of cartesian
philosophy, which views riving organisms as machines
const.ructed from separate parts (capra, :-gg2; Davies,
1992) .

The berief holds that all- aspects of a riving
organism can be understood by reducing them to their

smal-lest constituents and by studying the mechanism through
whj-ch they act. cartesian thought ascribes to the
philosophy, "There is nothing incl-uded in the concept of
the body that belongs to the mind; and nothing in the mind
that helongs to the body,, (Capra, lgg2). The literature
representative of this paradigm focuses on treating and
curing disease affricting
the physj_cal- body. The paradigm
is further attributed

hy watson (1ggg) with domj_nating
medical and nursing thought, and the scientific literature
emanating from their practice during the 2Oth century.
Integratjve - interactjve

paradigm

The second paradigm is discerned as the integrative-

interactive

paradigm. This paradigm debuted in the lg60rs
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with the emergence of mind-body medicine (Epstein, 1996).
by

de s cribed

More aptly

Dos

sey

(1

I9l- ) as brain-body

medicine, its emphasis was on the organj-city of the bra j-n
and its association to the mind. The paradi-gm ascribed to
a philosophical

which embraced the mind-body

The nursing literature

connection.
reflected

shift,

critiques

of j-ts research, knowledge and existing

The literature

epistemology.

of this period

emphasized patient-centered,

representative of this period
holistic

care, addressing

psychosocial and emotional care as well as physical care
needs

,

Unita ry-trans formative Paradign
paradj-gm is differentiated

The third

as the unitary-

transformative paradigm. According to Watson (1999) ' the
paradigm is borne out of the latter

hal-f of the 20th century

as a result of fail-ed attempts at heal-th care reform,
Ieaving conventional models of health "reeling from the
shock of public policy dismantling of the status quo" (pp.
101-102).

It is the third paradigm that heralds in

ontological

shift

promoting relationship

an

to another

(Watson, 1999) .

) refers to the philosophical shift as
ushering in a new transperso na l- cat ing-hea l ing era,
identified as the postmodern period. Paradigm IIIf the
Watson

(1

999

unitary-transformative
representative

paradigm, is the model of health

of the period.

The paradigm holds that

physicaf care alone does not necessarily promote healing.
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act, *tindividuaLs who wilr never be cured may i . . be
healed" (StrickIand,7996, p. 6) . Ir[atson (1ggg)
reconstructs the period as the emerging era opening up to a
new paradigm of thinking, which is centered on a model of
rn

f

caring:
caring in nursing conveys body physical acts, but
embraces the mj-ndbodyspirit as it recraims the
embodied spirit

as the focus of its attention.
suggests a methodology, through both art and

rt

aesthetics, of being as wel-l as knowing and doing. rt
concerns itself with the art of being human- ft caLl-s
forth from the practitioner an authentic presencing of
being in the caring

r cdrrying an intenti-ona1
caring-healing consciousness- It concerns itself with
the transpersonal- and transcultural, and with the
objective, subjective and the intersubjective.
There
j-s openness to another possibility of being 1n the
moment

world, with caring and healing as a g1oba1 ontology
within an expandlng cosmol-ogy. (p. 10)
This cosmol-ogy takes us beyond the conventj-ona1, toward
another relationship with ourselves, into a different
framework of hei-ng within a caring-healing moder.
Advancing the Humanis trc Imperatrrre

According to Capra (1991), modern scj-ence derives from
Cartesian thought, which j-s reductionistic in nature and
mechanistic in its world view. The empirical approach of
quantitative research, with its emphasis on observati.on and
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to the particul-at,e-

framework of Cartesian philosophy.

deterministic

Streubert and Carpenter (1999) note quantitative
has long been considered the traditional
Some aspects

40

Indeed,

research

method of science.

of being human, however, are not amenabJe to

conventional quantitative

interpretations;

its methods of

analysis and logical reasoning can never fu11y explain the
whole rea1m of phenomena associated ulith human science.
Streubert and Carpenter (1999) explain: "The concepts of
obj ectivity,

reduction and manipulation, which are

fundamental- to empirical science, defy the authentic fiber

of humans and their social interactions"
aptly describes the limitations

(p.

3

)

.

Einstein

of the methodology with

an

aphorism: *'As far as the laws of mathematics refer to
reality,
certain,

they are not certain,

and as far as they are
they do not ref er to reality" ( as cited j-n Capra,

1991, p. 41).
Qualitative

Research Origins

Qualltative research arose out of the need to find
answers to questions ientered on social experience, how it
is created, and how it gives meaning to Iife
Lincoln, l-994) .

The practice of qualitative

(Denzin

&

research has

expanded in order to begrin to answer challenging and

pressing questions of interest

to the study of

phenomena

) notes, *tNurses
and other health care professionals clearly want to grasp
important to human science.

Thorne

(1997

and sense the lived experience of their clients,

to enter
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inhabj-t, and to understand the

basic social processes that illuminate
illness events" (p. 2BB).

hurnan

Nursing has rong encouraged the horistic

health

and

care of

humans, whi-ch is grounded in a beLief system that cares for

mind' body and spirit.

This philosophy and the avoidance

of reductionism is at the center of professional nursing
practj-ce (streubert & carpenter, Lggg). A holistic
perspective, and the study of experience as livedr s€rve

as

foundations for a phenomenorogicar inquiry, vrhich
invesLigates the questions important to nursing and
contributes to the expanding body of knowledge specific to
its practice.
ontological- components of Nursing and Research
to bot.h

theory and hermeneuti c
phenomenology, Dahlberg and Drew (1997) present a research
paradigm consistent with both frameworks. The paradi-gm is
congruent with the ontological nature of nursingr r€flected
common

by

HEC

theory, and explicates a methodological- foundation
for hermeneutic phenomenological research. The ontoLogical
HEC

components of nursing, correspondingly significant

for

research, are ident.if ied as encounter, openness r nonreduction j- sm, immediacy and meaning .
Encounter

Dahlberg and Drew (1997) describe encounter as the
core ontological focus of practice, '*understood as an

intersubj ective and meaningful

. meeting between
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patient and caregiver in which the growth of the patient is
of primary importance" (p. 304). Martin (1985) describes
the caregiver-patient

relationship

together and moving apart.

as a rhythmic coming
Newman (1999) builds on the

description to define the process as occurring in three
steps: (1) meeting, (2) forming shared consciousness, and
(3) moving apart.

Martin specifies within the process the

caregiver needs to be fuIly

present with the other person.

It is through presencing, the authentic invol-vement with
another, often at times of chaos, that the process of
relationship

unf o1ding gives rise to both individuals'

emergence at a higher JeveL of consciousness (Newman,

1999).
Openness

Openness is described as the epistemological focus of

) and is to *tbe
understood as a state of mind in which one is self-aware
research by Dahlberg and Drew

(

19 97

and sensitive to the oLher's experience" (p. 304) .
According to Pal-mer (1969), openness in phenomenol-ogical
research t'is the obj ectivity of all-owing the thing that
appears to be as it realfy is to us" (p. 179). Newman
(1999) explicates that t'knowledge Igained] based on
obj ectivity

and control- is relevant to one phase of this

process, but insufficient
understanding of the

for fu11 elaboration

and

. phenomenon" (p. L40) .

Health

as

Expanding Consciousness theory l-inks openness to the art of
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.

f

n so doing, it calls

f

or a l-etting go of the
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sel-

f

in order to he completely open to the experience.
Non-redu ctionism
Dahlberg and Drew (1997) use the term non-reductionism
to denote the individuarity of each person. The
individuality

of participants

in lifeworld

research takes

priority

over "controll-ingr Ers a potential bias, the unique
perspective of individual- participants,, (p. 310 ) , Thls
uniqueness is sought for and explored but does not preclude
ef f orts toward gieneralization.
General j-zat j-on in
phenomenological research occurs with the identification
essences, those commonly described structures of

experience, r*rhj-ch are "j-nstantly recog.nizable,' (p. 310)
manifestations of the phenomenon -

of
as

This apparent paradox, the search for that which is
both irreducibre and simil-ar, is characteristic of
phenomenology and demonstrates its horism, ..making it
possible to see and explore both visibl-e and invisible
phenomena, bringing them to life

description"

Dahlberg et dJ . ,

through elegant

I p. 311) .
Newman (1999) expricates the concept from an HEC
perspective - The philosophy posits interaction between
person-family-community, described as pattern of the whole,
(

1_gg'l

is the basis for understanding the act.ivity of a particular
f ocus. Comprehending the whol-e lends understanding to the
parts, which contribute to its formation. Paradoxical to
the parts understood in terms of the activity of the whole,
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the whole may he seen in its parts.
generality

in the specif ic.

There posits
Accordingly, ttthe most

patterns of a person may serve as prototypes of
the general overall pattern of a person" (p. T5). This is
specific

easify il-lustrated
arnbulatory style;

by the particular

manner of a person's

much more may be communicated about his

general wel-1-being and relationship

to the worl-d than

simply the most concrete mechanisti-c nature of the
activity.
Immediacy

Immediacy i s des cribed as a relationship

where tnboth

persons are present to each other in the deepest sense"
(Dah1berg et. dl., 2001, p" 160). This fourth component
derives from the development of rapport between a caregiver
and the person interacted with. Immediacy in an
interpersonal- relationship

has the quality of establ-ishing

ease in the experience of the moment, free of shame and
depersonalization.
As in pract.ice, immediacy in research
is important to the formation of a trusting environment
conducive to personal disclosure and authentic dialogue.
The concepL is of consequence to the extent in which it

increases access to an experience, thus enhancing research
validity and practice ef f ect j-veness ( Dahl,berg & Drew,
1997 )

.

Iuleaning

The final

concept, meanj-ng, **refers to finding the

through suf f ering toward personal meaning" (Dah]berg

&

way
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, 799'7 , p. 304 ) . The phenomena that phenomenology
seeks to explicate bears explicit meaning by the person
Dreur

having experienced it.

The goal of research is to clarify

the meaning as it is lived (Dahlberg & Drew, 1gg7). The
essence of practicer ds explicated by HEC theory, is for
the caregiver to "be fully present with the client and wait
for insight into the meaning of the pattern" (Ner.rman, 1999,
p. 109). The goal of practice, then, is to facilitate
the
meaning of an experiencei therein is found the evolving

process of expanding consciousness (Newman, lggg)

.

I{entaf Heal th Literature
The riterature

on family caregivj-ng for peopre with
mental illness predominantly deal-s with the concept of
burden, Thi-s literature supports the concept as evidenced
by the hardships endured by families

(Barusch & spaid,

19I9; 8u11, 1990; Cook & Pickett,

I ,. Jones,

1gB

19

g

6;

Lefley, 1987,' Montgomery, 1989,' Thompson & Dolr, 1gB2).
These studies found the nature of burden described by
f

amily rnemhers to incrude:

tension, stress, anxiety,

resentment, depression accompanied by feelings of
hopelessness/powerlessness, a sense of entrapment,
d

a

j sruption in f amily l-if e / rel-ationships , financial

dif f icul-ties,

poor physical heal-th, r€strictions

and leisure activities,

in social
and an overall decrease j-n the

quality of Iife.
However, a review of the literature

on burden by

Doornbos (1996) cited a majority of caregiving families
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f amily member. Addit j-onaIIy, in a critique
of the
caregiving literature,
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Yamashita (1998) noted that studies

pertaining to famiries of the mentalry irr

faired to

explore family heal-th or family strengths. Moreover, the
maj ority of the research on caregiving was found by the
author to be atheoretical-. Therefore, it *toffers little
potential

for speculating about the significance of the
research beyond what can be justified by the method, design
and anaLysis of the study resul-ts" (chinn and Kramer , Lggg,
p. 116)

.

other studies exprored the nature of coping as it
related to the phenomenon of caring for a rel-ative with a
serlous mental illness.
These studi"es used dif ferent terms
to describe the various dynamics associated wit.h the
concept. For the purpose of clarity,
coping was defined by
this study as a t'behavior that protects people from being
psychofogically harmed by a problematic social experience,
a behavior that importantly mediates the impact that
societies have on their members" (Pearl-in & Schooler, 1g?8,
p. 2) . Though referred to in different ways, the various
terms used to describe coping in the literaLure

were

accorded the same meaning by this st.udy.

In a review of the coping l-iterature,

cognitj-ve coping

strategies were identified

in a study by Fadden,
Behbington, and Kuipers (as cited in Doornbos, lggG) .
These strategies

included efforts

such as wishful thinking,
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or a mental manipulation of the problem which encompassed
wi-shing the sit.uation away, hoping f or a cure r or looking

for a silver

Iining.

These strategies

were most commonly

used by spouses of persons with an affective

disorder.

Behavioral- management and obtaining information specific to
menLa1 illness

well (Lef ley,

were found as important coping strategies
7987

; Norbeck,

Cha

1991). Other coping strategies

as

f eiuz, IlliIson, & Weiss,

identified

informal support from professionals

the use of
(Chafetz & Barnes,

1989). Ches]a (L989) found that parents of chil-dren with
schizophrenia attempt to cope by avoidance of conflict
confrontation with the iII
care.

or

child as a means of providing

These studies suggest that families

use cognitive

as

well as behavioraL strategries as a means to cope with their
Ioved one's illness.
Recently, the caregiving literature
famil-ies of the mentatly iII

have hegun to document the

impact of various interventions
interventions

pertaining to the

on family outcomes.

The

noted hy the research have been characterized

as educational, supportive or a combinat.ion of approaches .
Doornbos (1996) identified the interventions as providing
the family with information on diverse topics such as
t'mental illness, symptoms, causes, treatment, role of the
family, and resources available to the famify"
The studies examined the effectiveness

interventions

(p. 215).

of these

and determined the results to be indicative

of producing positive

f

amily outcomes r which l-ed to

a
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intervention

215 )

.

4

The

studies were notabl-e f or their success f uI

attempts to reduce burden and stressors by enhancing the
family ability

to cope.

Despite the numerous st^udies on family burden, the
experiences of families raising children with mentaL
illness

have rarely been mentioned in the caregiving
literature.
Perring, Twig and Aitkin (1990) note that the
re search and cI j-nical literature
on childhood disabi l ity
have largely

ignored the category of caregiver, Jet alone

that distinction

combined with caregiving associated with

childhood depression.

A search of the Iiterature

using

four search engines was conducted, which veri-fies the
research is lacking.

A search of Psyc INFO yielded

84 r 31-5

hits for depression, 473 hits for childhood depression,

0

hits for childhood depressj-on and parent experience, 0 hits
f or parent-chil-d relationship and chil-dhood depress j-on, and
t hit for depression and parent experience.

A search of

Social Service Abstracts yielded 1755 hits for depression,
6 hits for childhood depression, t hit for childhood
depression and parent experj-ence, 0 hits
childhood relationship

f

or parent-

and childhood depression.

A search

of ERIC yielded 4411 hits for depression, 16 hits for
chil-dhood depression, 0 hit.s for childhood depression and

parent experience, and t hits for parent-child
and childhood depression.

relationship

A search of Pub Med yielded

135,548 hits for depression, 1735 hits for childhood

I
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depression, 35 hits for childhood depression and parent
experience , L28 hits for childhood depression and parent-

child relationship.

For the most part, these studies dealt

with the experience of mental illness

ln the context of the

family l-ife cycle and developmental stages of the illness
as wel-l as the dimensions of obj ective f amily burden.
The literature

al-so l-acked any examination of the role

of curture r^rithin the family caregiving context
(*EditoridL," L996) . OveraIl, the mental heal-th literature
was found reflective of the particulate-deterministic
worldview.

This epistemol-ogy lends itself

predominant view of mental illness

to the

heralding from the

Western biomedical mode1, which explains ment.al illness

a disease (Ha11, 1996) .
Kleinman

(

1978

as

A divergent view is offered by

) and Kleinman, Eisenberg and Good ( lgTB ) ,

who make a conceptual distinction

between sickness as

disease and sickness as illness.
The disti-nction is based
on the not j-on that mental illness, like other illnesses, is
in part a cultural construction.
The view holds that
culture influences one's interpretat.ion

of external stirnuli
and affects whether the stimufi is judged stressful or not
by that j-ndividual . Likewi se, an individual' s appraisal of
their physical- or mental status is interpreted through the
lens of their culture.
Thereforer drr individual's
experience of illness

is affected by a mil-ieu of cul-tural

Thus, this t*framework takes into account one's
experience of illness, which is the family's construction
factors.
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of the clinical reality or the person's explanatory model-"
(Doornbos, l.99Br p. 5f6) .
Caregiving phenomena are multi-dimensional (8u11,

1990); thus, it appears a holistic approach is best suited
for an j-nvestigatj-on of phenohena designed to explore its
many dimensions. "The aim of such research is to uncover
and articul-ate meaning that is implicit in experj-ence and
to then base caring actions on that understanding"
(

Dahlberg &

Drew , 1997 )

,
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Themes

Thematic Summary
The thematic analysis gives rise to the development of

a text rich and thick j-n its description
phenomenon

being studied and illuminates

ramif ications associated with it

(van

of the particular
any experiential

, 1-990 ) . Rich
descriptions that explore the meaning structures of being
MEnen

a

mother of a chil-d with depression are presented in the form

of core themes. Core themes are subdivided into subsuming
elements, which provide for a depthful analysis and help
cl-arify the fundamental- structure of the phenomenon itself
A thematic analysis of the data uncovered four core thernes
essential to the phenomenological description
mothers' experience.
foI

I ows

of the

The themes were ident,if ied as

:

1. It is my responsibility

as a mother to take care

of my child.
2. The society I l-ive in, the support f receive,
father of my chil,d, family and friends,

frame

experience as being the mother of a child with
depression;

3. I experience an intense sense of disequilibrium
within the family system; and
4. I experience a profound sense of grief.

my

,
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as a Mother is to

Take Care of My Chi-l.dren

This theme resonates with the elements of
responsibility
"It

It emerges with the sentiment.,

and role.

is my responsibility

as a mother to take care of

perspective,

If not m€r who?" From a historical

child.

the family has fulfilled

turo essential

my

roles for children

since time immemorial: t.o prot.ect and to socialize.

It is

a f act that *'human beings have the longest perlod of
dependency of any living

species,' babies and small children

are incapable of providing their own shelter,
and safety for years.
their very survival"

sustenance

They are dependent on adults for
(Wa1sh, 1996, p. ?Ll .

Dependent not

only physically but psychosocially as weII, children
continue to rely on their parents for mental and emotional
nurturance for many years.

The work of developmental

psychologists Jean Piaget and Erik Erikson documents the
critj-cal

stages of psychosoclal development and

acknowledges the contribution

fostering a child's
1996)

of parental caregiving toward

healthy growth and development

(Wa1sh,

.

Traditionally,

the caregiver of children in our

} provides
of a mother as the female parent, Either by

society is the mother .
the definition

Funk and V{agna11' s

( 19 6 6

birth or adoption, and specifies that mothers are
with the gualities
and protection.

endowed

and functions of creation, nurturance
The procl-ivity

of the mother' s role, and
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thereforer r€sponsibility

as primary caregiver, can be
traced back to early phil-osophical- ideoLogy. Aristotle,

on

the subject of motherhood, explains the mother's natural
propensi ty f or nurturance : t*Bringing them into the world
costs them more pains, and they know better that their
children are their own" (Fourth century B.c./Lg7l, p. 4zl) .
Important to any understanding of maternal role is the
generated with the introduction of
psychoanalytic theory, pr€sented by sigmund Freud, dt the
end of the nineteenth century. His theory laid the
l-iterature

foundation for the *'most comprehensj-ve psychorogical
treatment and functloning of family relationships" (Boss,
Doherty, LaRossa, Schurnm, & Steinmetz, 1993, p. ZlB) .
Psychoanalytic theory augmented certain gender-specific
distinctions.
Those distinct,ions have often been described
j-n a way that has led to a distinction between the mother, s
presumed express-7.r/e -af f ectrve role and the f ather,
rnstrumen taL role.

According to Gadpaille

(

1975 )

s

, these

terms probabry refer to valid mascurine-feminine
differences,

'*as long as it is understood that such

differences are a matter only of degree,' rr€ither is the
property of either sex" (p. 382) . Expressive-affective
refers to a woman's inclination
sensitivity

for interpersonal

and emotional responsivity,

and it is

considered that because of these qualities,

her family role

is more that of providing for the love and emotional wellbeing of her children (GadpailIe, 1975).
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understandings undergird the

framework of maternal caregiving experienced by the mothers

in this study.
responsibility
explains

The role of mother was embraced, and
was intensely assumed, as one mother

:

My life

is there for my son

have to be willing
day.

.

You wake up and you

to take on that challenge every

ff you don't feel like it,

feel-ings aside until

you put those

you can deal with them. You have

someone there that needs you.

It has become increasingly clear that an important
element of the maternal caregiver role is that of health
l-eader and primary caregiver for one's child experi-encing
physical or mental illness (Friedman, L998) . This same
mother explicates t.he pervasive and central- nature of her
role as the prj-me caregiver r+ithin the family matrix:
f

t' s very challenging

. some nights we' l_1 be

up

three, four times a night, you know, and so you,re
tired,

you're exhausted, you don't want to get up

and

deal with whatever is going to come out of that bed in
the morni-ng. But you do it
this,

.

I'm willing

to

do

because I am a mom with a cha1lenging boy.

She aptly articulates

the intense feeling of responsibility

associated with the caregiving experj,ence of her child with
depression:
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Fihen you have a child with mental problems, emotional

problemsr !ou've got to be willing to, you know, give
more . You have to - There' s not anyone el- se out there
that's going to give that child everything it
needs

If not ft€r then

who?

Several elements descriptive of the maternalcaregiving experience helped form that core theme and
contributed to the structure of its two subsuming themes.
The sub-themes emerged in the form of domains. The first
domain characterj-zed a passive experiential- reaction to the

caregiving role reflected in affective

maternal responses.

The responses comprising the domain incl-uded the aspects of

maternal gruilt, stress and self -doubt . A second sub-theme
emerged as an action-oriented domain. Aspects of this
domain reflected

an active response on the part of the

mother, engaging in health/help-seeking behaviors

and

advocacy on behalf of her child.
Af

fectrrre l"IaternaL Responses
Guil-t.

Guilt is commonly described in the l-iterature
associated with parenting a child with a disability,

as

especially a child with a mental health disorder (Johnson,
1

990 )

.

Guilt is described by Swanson

(1

982

) "as a feeling

of distinct

dispreasure wj-th self accompanied by the
thought that one has done wrong
." (p, 546) . Often it
is explained as predicated on the violation of a principle
of conscience or other action unacceptable to one's self.
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(2001) found that whenever a child is harmed, the

parents tended to bl-ame themselves. She noted that because
mothers assume the major responsibility

this culture,

for childrearing

they accept the majority of b1ame.

in

One

mother described the experience classically:
You ask yourself,

why me? You think back, was it

something I did when I was pregnant? The everyday

guilt .

[hlas it ] the way I reacted in situations

he was young or a baby

that triggered these

I constantly question myself, and f have

things?
guilt

when

al-I the time.

Parker explains that even though most people seem to
intuitively

know that they did not cause their

ment.al illness

by their parenting practices,

child's

nagging

worries remain. This is exemplified by this mother's
conj ecture:

People

tel-l you it was nothing you did.

back of your mind you're thinking,
Why? What

f

n the

why is it my child?

did f do? There had to be something.

Women

have children every day, and you don't end up with

these prohlems every day
try to tal-k through it,

.

Dealing wj-th it,

you

you knowf convince yourself

that it wasn't you, but in the back of your mind, you
think it's

got to be.

Malone (1993) acknowledges, "In this era of the biologicalrevol-ution in psychiatryr drr accusatory veil stilI
surrounds f amil-ies of the mentally ill,

and a belief

that
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amil-i-es are causative agents of psychopathology 1ingers,,
(p- 43) ' Lefley (1996) offers the alternative view that

f

some famil-ies have subscribed to theories of fami-Iy

pathogenesis because this offers a strategy for controlling
*'rf r made it happen, r can make it go away,,
the illness:
(p- 123) . Despite the paradigm shift from theories of
amily and interpersonal causation to biol-ogical models,
guilt is pervasive and experienced as a devastating blow to
the caregiver' s sel_f-view.
f

Stress.
McKenry and Price (2000) credit

the Oxford English
definition of stress; the term

Dictionary with the earliest
itself,
originating back t,o the early fourteenth century,
included the meanings hardshj-p, adversity and af f liction.
More recently, stress was defined as'tan inferred j-nner
state, and an ohservabl-e response to a stimulation or
situation" (p, 3). Friedman (1gg8) expands on the
definition,

describing it as a state of tension or straj-n
experienced within an individual- or social system (e.g.,
family) in reaction to a pressure-producing situation.
Accordingly' agent.s responsibl-e for activating the stress
response are identified as sLressors and defined as those
pressure-produclng events or situations of sufficient
magnitude to requ j-re change within the system.
Stressors associated with the maternal careglving
experience were dernarcated by this study as events or
sit.uations that resul-ted in worry and required maternal
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Three sources of stress emerged and

coping strategies.
proved significant

to the overall maternal- experience.
(1) societal

These sources represent.ed the aspects:

pressures, (2) personal pressures, and

(

3

) relationships

that did not. meet r+ith maternal expectations

.

Societal pressures manifested as a dynamic,
challenging the mothers' sel-f -perception of thelr ability
to succeed in preparing their children to become productive
contributors

to society.

The mothers al-I experienced this

sense of pressure regarding their children' s future.

The

following quote offers an insight into the inordinate
societal pressures experienced by one mother, t'f feel- it's
gotten more difficult
challenges.

in raising hi-m, in dealing with his

As for his future,

I'm worried that he won't

be abl-e to become a normal part of society-the wor1d. "
Personal pressures surfaced as a result of

an

exacerbation of a commonly occurring dynamJ-c within the
life

cycle of the family,

such as illness

and death.

These

stressors cause greater maternal anxiety when co-occurring
with a child's
mother's ability

depression, as they adversely impacted the
to focus her energy on any one priority.

Additional personal pressures, such as financial
instability

and divorce, were situationally-related

events

and a resuJt of the drain on resources and relationships

within the famify's

environment.

This quote hiqhlights

mother's experience of personal pressures:

a
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It was in May of that, year when she was diagnosed with
depression, when she started skipping out of
school

. also that May, ffiy mother, her
grandmotherr pdssed away . . . the same monthr
husband also told her he had a girlfriend.

ffiy

And then

she started skipping school and acting out. r said,
*why are you doing this? Grandma had a stroke, and
you know, she's dying.

r'm having a rearry hard time.
r don't understand why you're behaving the way you

are.'
The following quote helps to ilrustrate

their children's

the impact

illness

sj-tuational-Iy-related

had on the deveJopment of
pressures. one mot,her explains:

f ' 1l- te I1 you about the f inancial

impact

I

mj-ssed a lot of work to take [my daughter] to her

appointments, or when school would caLr and say she
was not in school- today, and r had to go f ind her. r
lost a lot of wages from work and then got laid off in
December. INow] my unemployment compensation is hased
on my earnings, which were rea1ly diminished Ifrom]
what r should be getting for unemployment.
Re1ati-onships that did not meet maternal expectations
were a recognized source of stress, particularly if a co-

parent heLd an opposing view.

This Ieft

uncertain and torn between rol-es.
r tell

the mother feeling

For example:

you, when we went to court, r had to put a
restraining order on my husband because he had struck
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fn the courtroom, he actually told the judge

there was nothing wrong with my son, that he was a
spoil-ed brat .

Hor.r

can a f ather be like that ? He' s

constantly tellj-ng me I spoil the child.
that, it brings back those gullt

feelings.

When

he says

I have to

go back through my mind and remember everything f did
and be accountable for everything I did and try to

assure myself, OK, I did the right thing; it's

OK.

Personal- pressures in the form of role conflict,

defined as an inability

to live up to a preconceived

standard or expectationr was a primary source of stress
experl-enced by the mothers participating

Mothers also felt

in the study.

powerless over societal pressures,

favoring human conformity.

Consequently, these personal

pressures contributed further to and exacerbated the
development of maternal stress.
Sel. f

-doubt.
Swanson (1982) asserts when a person is unsure about
possessing the ability

to accomplish a task or role, he or

she may suffer from self-doubt and the anxiety it often

engenders. Aspects of the element, as described by the
mothers in the study, included distinct
f rus

tration,

self-criticizing

feelings of

belng overwhel-med, lac k of conf idence and
behavior.

Self-criticism

was exemplified

by one mother's quote, revealing an undercurrent of sel-fj udgment

:
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our daughter ] to have f eel ings , is
I thought that rnay have stemmed from

my kind of cold, Scandinavian upbringing.

I

was

raised Lutheran and scandinavian; they j oke about
people like that, that they're not very emotionar or
outuiardly af fectj-onate people. That is the
environment that r grew up in, and r presume thatrs

the envi-ronment I created for my own chil-dren. And
that's the reason there was a little
distance between
usr me not being an affectionate

mother.

Additional aspects of self-doubt manifested as
expressj-ons of frustratj-on and a sense of feel-ing
overwhelmed. This response occurred as a resul-t of the
specifj-c challenges assocj-ated with parenting a child with
depression.

These aspects were painfully

described by
mother questioning her success as a parent:
IThe mother-daughter reJationship]

a

was extremely

stressful- .

r thought this was a parent' s worst
nightmare. When your daughter runs away and you don't
know where she is or who she's with or what shers
doing.

I absolutef y was in dj-sbelief that she would
do that. rt. absolutely bl-ew me away. you run the
gamut from being so mad and angry and disgusted with
this child,

that you've poured your Jove and energy
and money into her whol-e life, and you feeJ r-ike
you' ve gi-ven her everything that you possibry coul-d.

L
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I

would describe it as slapped in the face, stabbed in

just the worst

the back, kicked in the gut

.

it' s the worst feeling that I' ve ever had.
Fina11y, self-doubt was experienced as a lack of
confidence.

This was aptly described in the following

guote:

Constantly, I'm constantly questioning myself.
Everything I do f have to question, OK, did I do this
the right way? Sometimes I just explode , . . do
something on impulse and then it's,

didn't think this through.
worse or better

. or it's

Now

realfyr

so I

what? Did I make it

constantly questioning

yourself, trying to decide.
The responses reflective

self-critical

of the self-doubt aspect were

and representative of fears or worries about

role performance,' frustration
influencing their child's

with the depressj-ve condition

behavior and feelings of

j-nadequacy or lack of confidence associated with the role

were also evident.

Actirre Responses
HeaJ-th seek

ing.

Cook's research (as cited in Lefley,
parental caregivers of children afflicted

1996) on the
with an emotional

disturbance attri-butes more measurable emotional- distress
to mothers than that of fathers.

Cook maintains the

mother's primary role as child caregiver leads to a greater
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emotional investment by females in the caregiver roJe. It
is for this reason that mothers tend to take up the healthseeking cause, endeavoring to obtain treatment, care and
other resources necessary to secure wellness for their
child.
An anal-ysis of the caregiving behavior, hearth

seeking, revealed the mothers in this study experienced
aspect of the element as help seeking. This aspect
involved identifying

and obtaining resources critical

one

to

supporting individual

child and family needs. This quote
ref lect.s the intensity of the perceived need for hetrp:
[The illness]

was very frustrating.

I felt

that this

was not acceptabLe and something has to be done,

something has to change. r wanted to do everything
humanly possibl-e to make things better.

I t.hink I did

that.

r contacted anybody and everybody that r
thought could help. When we'd run into a roadblock
one direction,

r found a new prace to go.

j-n

r was never

going to give up on her, dlthough there were times r
fel-t r couJd. But, deep down, r would never give up
until

this situation

was resolved..

Another aspect, the pursuit of wel-lnes s , was described
as fundamental to the maternal caregiving experience. This
behavj-or involved a mother's active pursuit of her child,s
health care, from within the western biomedicaL paradigm.
The experience was fraught with disappointment and
frustration r attributable

to the inability

of conventional
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medical means to meet with maternal expectations hel-d of
that

f

ramework. Intrinsic

to the medical paradigm is

t.he

pre-held bel-ief in pi11-cure, the assumption that cure is
readily and speedily achievable by chemotherapeutic
One mother explains the frustration

means.

and disappointment

associated with the experience:
In the spring of her ninth grade year, I took her to

a

doctor; they diagnosed her with major depression
and then they started her on the antidepressants.

I

thought that when she went on medication, it would
take six weeks before it would get a beneficial

level

of medication in her bloodstream to start helping her.
So, I thought after six weeks she would feel- better,
and that would be it then.

have to try different

They said sometimes they

medications

but things

went as bad as they could possibly be before we found
the right medication, and hefore I got the right
supports 1n place at school
One of the most fundamental assurances hoped for by

the mothers in the study was the expectation of cure, and
that there was somewhere to turn when help was needed.
trial--and-error
medical- practice

effective

approach characteristic

of conventional

is as much an art as it is science;

treatment is often accompl-ished only after

experimentation.

The

This l-eft the mothers often feeling

deluded hy the overall experience.

much
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Advocacy.

A final
f

aspect of the caregiver theme emerged in

orm of advocacy. Funk and [rlagna]l' s

(

1966

Ehe

) def ines

advocate as one who argues in favor of a cause; a defender;
an intercessor.
Accordingly, an advocate is described as
perf ormj-ng several

f

unctions :

support, help, assistance,

aid, speaks and pleads on behalf of others, def end.s and
argues for people or causes (Wrightslaw, 2003). The
mothers in the study were natural advocates for t,heir
children; they best understood their chiLd and had hislher
best interests

at heart.

An example of the aspect j-nvolved

a mother's search for an appropriate educat,ion for her
chi l-d . She des crihed her f ocus as an e f f ort to obtain
specially

designed instruction

needs in the fol-lowing quotes:

to meet her child's

unique

*'she didn,t want to go to

school in [her hometown] ; she wasn, t doing good there.,,
And after several- attempts with private school-s not working
out, ". . . we went to [a neighboring town] because they
had more and other options. "

She explains:

[The new schoor] courd provide her with support, so

she went to school there in the fal-l-.

f told them

she

has a diagnosis of major depression and thatf s why I
was bringing her there to get her enrol l-ed in special

education services and go to day treatment
Well , they evaluated her f or her cogn j_ tive

abilities
servj-ces

. so she doesnrt qualify for
Fina1ly, r said

I

r brought her here
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because I thought she could get what she needs, one-

on-one support.

She needs somebody to tel-I her every

day, thj-s is your homework, and she might need help to
get i t done, and f oIlow-up support the next day to see
she did get it done. '

Andr you know, in the regufar

classroom they can't do that.
services for that

She needs special ed

I requested another

evaluationr so they evaluated her for other health
impairments. And then they found she qual-ifies for it
So, [now] she qualifies

under that.
I

for special

ed

services ] .

According to Clark (as cited in Friedman, 1998) ,
t'advocacy necessitates involvement and commitment

fand is frequently]

not a popular concept" (p. 493) .

.

For

mothers it often means standing up to school officials,

health care and social service professionals to gai-n the
rights due their chil-d.
Concluding, core theme one resonates of rnaternal role
and engenders in the mothers an intense sense of

responsibility
whi

ch help

ma

. Thi s e1ement j-ncl-udes various aspects
ke cl-ear the

theme

.

Aspects of the theme

inc1uded both active and pas sive responses experienced by

the mothers as they enacted their role.
were affective

Passive responses

in nature and incl-uded feelings of seLf-

doubt, stress and guilt . Active responses by the mot.hers
included advocacy and health seeking hehaviors.
experienced as expanded rol-e functions.

Role

and

These were
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the

foundational- theme from which suhsequent themes would
develop and f l-ow.
core Theme Two;

soc

iety,

Frame My Experience

and the support r

Eece

ive,

of Being the l{other

of a Child with Depressjon
Thi-s theme contextualty emerges with the element,

social support. rt is manifested in the expressj-on, .'The
soc j-ety r l-ive in, the support r receive, f ather of my
chiId, family and friends, frames my experience as being
the mother of a chil-d with depress j-on, " Three domains of
inf luence Iinked t,o social support were identi f ied by the
mothers: informal support, formal support and stigma.
According to Roth (as cited j-n Friedman , !998 ) , socialsupport focuses on the nature of interactions taking place
within social relationships as they are evaluated by an
or family for thei-r support j-ve value. These
sociai- relationships are descrj-bed by HaIl- and Wellman

individual

(1985) as comprised of web-like structures and are commonly
referred to as a social network. socia] support also
encompasses both tangi-ble, instrumental

support, def ined by
Friedman (1998) as transactions in which direct aid or
assistance is given, and emotional- or information support,
which meets the psychosocial and/ar the cognitive needs of

an indivi-dual.
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Inf ormal- Support
Inf ormal- support

ha

s been long

cons

idered as that

support provided from inside the family or from networks
such as f riends, neighbors and rel-igious community.
According to Cooley and Smith (2000), "These relationships
are more likely to be long-lasting and to be the most
culturally appropriate" (p. 21 5) . The marital relationship
is one aspect of the immediate social- network that may
function as a potential source of strength for parents or
increase their vulnerability.

According to McKenry

and

, *tA key f actor in preventing stress is the
extent to which parents support each other (i.e., usualfy
Price

(2 00 0 )

studied as fathers either supporting or not supporting
mothers in a variety of ways)" (p. 83). This study found
that maternal stress was reduced when mothers felt
supported. The f inding is exemplif ied in the f o1lowing
quote j-n which one mother substantiated the positive effect
her husband' s support had in reducing her stress,' the quote
al so provided her insightf ul view of it.s absence
we could depend on each other.

a good marriage in the first
married for so many years.

:

You know, having

place and having
When

I wasn't feeling

strong, then he could be, and vice-a-versa.

I think,

I of ten thought f cou1d not do thi s by mysel f .
don't, know what I would do if I was a single
through this.

been

I

mom going

I think that probably would have pushed

me over the edge.

Validating

these findings,
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research by Kessler, price,

and wortmanr ds cited by McKenry and price (2000), found
that informal social support has the potential to diminish

feelings of parental depression and increase coping
abilities
during times of stress. one mot.her experienci-ng
posltive

support from family and frj-ends offered this
description of personal- resiliency in the face of
adversity:
r had my moments of despair.

r did.

onry my husband

knew the worst of it,- you know, hers the one t.hat

heard me verbarize my despair. But, you know, then
t.he next day it woul-d be back to, .*oK, what can we do
to resolve this si_tuation?,,
Informal family support also provided rel-ief during
periods of mother-child discord. This support served to
strengthen each individual's endurance and added to their
posit j-ve coping ability.
An example was provided regarding
the benef it

as

sociated with this support by the

f oIl-owing

quote:

r get a rot of support from my family, After my
husband moved out, r got connected back with my own
family.
r come from a family that was rearry
close
. so r fert comfortable going to them. They
were right

there, and they've been supportive of [my
daught€rl, too, without taking sides. And if we,re
having a bad day, and she gets fed up with n€r she can
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go over to our family members for a couple hours and
play cards
.
This mother further described the importance of what
emotional support provided to her by her family meant;
t'We1l, at f irst I f elt like I was a bad parent, but, you
know, .

[my family said] you're not being a bad parent;

we know what kind of a
doing. "

mom

you are, and we see what you're

These discernments of support demonstrate the

value this mother attributes
its direct help and practical

to instrumental support, with
assistance, emotionar

support , hel-ping to meet a psychosocial need, improving

morale, and promoting positive coping.
Formal- Support

Support external to family, friends and rel_igious
cofltmunity invol-ves such f ormal supports as health care

I

social service and educational- systems. These external
systems of support were found especJ-alIy important

inf orma] support networks were lacking.

when

Orr* mother

explained the help she needed to parent was obtained
*t
through professionaL support. She relates:
IHis father]
always gave me the challenge to 'stop babying himr, i
it took me several years to be oK to give my son what

.

he

needed, through Ithe support of] doctors and therapists."
The presence of adequate support, as it was perce j-ved
by the mothers studied, was 1inked favorably to their
increased feeIJ-ngs of weJl,-being and general sense of
competency as a parent.

In one instance , a mother credits
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the l-evel- of support she received with her ability to have
successfully "weathered a storm . .
[and experiencing] a
sense of satisfactlon to have come through
intact.',
This mother verbally acknowledged the important role
support played : *'r' ve been through herr, and il ve come
back
[and] r know how important it is to have
support
St j glna

.

Stuart (1998) relates in its original meaning, stigma
represented a *tscar l-eft by a hot iron on the face of an
evil doer" (p. 216) . Today, stigma is defined by Stuart
and Laraia (1998) as "an attribute or trait deemed by the
person's sociaL environment as different and diminishing,,

(p. 866).

Parents raising chirdren with d,epression
experience the stigma of rnental irrness when either
professionals or ,Iay persons blame them for their chiJd,

s

ilIness.

According to Birenbaum (as cited in Millj-ken,
2001), in the absence of blame, pdrents may experience
courtesy ste g:ma I a term used to describe the spoiled
identity

a

conferred upon those who associate with people
are stigrnatized- Totally occupie,C with caring for their
child, mothers may avoid their friends.
rn other cases,

who

their friends are uneasy with mental- ill-ness and may avoid
the parents, as this mother explains:
Friends don't seem to want to hear about it,
That's
problem that, *Oh, hers fine; he'II be all rr4nLr,, l
and then go on to another subject. Becausef f think

a
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hard for them to talk about

not be afraid of, well, if you teII
going to go, t'Oh my

Godr

.

12

[ft helps to]

someone, they,re

" you know? And think,

'tWhat

are you doing?"
In addition to the experience of courtesy stigma,
these mothers felt blamed for their

child' s illness.

This

aspect of stigma manifested in the mothers' sense of being
j udged a bad parent r Ers ilLustrated

terms of her friends'
l-ot of people

by thi s guote :

tt

fn

parents, f'm afraj-d she's aLienated
r think her

f

riends' parents think il

a

m

a bad parent [because of her behavior] . "
f n summary, the mothers st.udied as sumed an intense
responsibility

caring for their children with depression.
Often these mothers cited the sense that thei-r efforts were
scrutinized and met with disdain of peers and professionals
alike. These prejudiced and stigmatizing effects dealt a
devastating bl-ow to the maternal- psyche r re sulting in
parental self-doubt and an overall sense of diminished
parental competency,
Core Theme ?hree: I Experrerce an Intense Sense of
DiseguiTibrium within I[y FamiTy
This theme is manifested in disrupted family function,
altered processes, and interrupt j-on or incapacitation of
the family system toward achieving its developmentaL tasks.
According to Duva1l

(l-977 ) ,

developmental family tasks

refer to growth responsibilities

Ehat must be achieved by

family during each stage of its development to meet it.s

a
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imperatives, and its
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own

aspirations and values.
The theme emergies with the sentj-ment, t'I experience an

intense sense of imbalance within my family system.,,
Friedman (1998) points to family system self-reguLation as
a mechanism by which the family strives for balance. *'I{hen
a system is in balance, the result is homeostasis, a steady
state or equilibrium" (p. 158 ) . Accordingfy, balance
within family systems is in a constant state of ffux.
Per j-ods of stahility
( equilibrium)
counter-halance the
propensity to change, which is required for family growth
to occur. The aspects uncovered which hetp to form the
theme, fJowing from the element family disequilibrium, are
identified:

energy uti Llzation,

energy depletionr reenergizing need, and loss of control.
Energy Utifization
Energy is the essential element flowing into or out of
the system, impacting both growth and disorganization.
Auger (as cited in Friedman, 1g9B ) asserts, *A1r d.ynam1c,
open systems require continuous supplies of energy in
sufficient quantity so that demands for system integrity
can be met" (p. 159) .

According to Friedman (1ggg), ..The
most important factor governing the arnount of energy needed
is the rate of util-ization of energy within the system
itsel-f" (p. l-59) .
Contributing to the sense of imbalance experienced by
the mothers in the study was the overwhelming level of
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energy required for family system preservation as opposed
that is, the

to family system enhancement activities;
f

are redirected

amil-ies' activities

activities
stabilizing

f

rom tasks and

that enhance the family's development to
activities.

For example, one mother describes

how the onset of her daughter's illness

family's energy util:-zation

affected her

by redirecting

energy toward

sustaining and strengthening its family subsystems:
ft was the summer she turned 15 and was going into
tenth grade.

In tenth grade everything fell

It was extremely stressful
daughter also; it was stressful
think t.hat al1-in-al-l-,
together.

.

We
f

apart.

have a younger

or al,l- of

us

r but I

the three of us banded

My rel-ationship with my husband, I think,

grew stronger because we rallied together, and you
knowf said we've gotta do something
Energy Depletion

De-stabif i zatj-on within the system is evidenced by the
mother' s comment noting, "everything fell

family seeks stability

The

in response to the destabilizing

energy generated by the depressed child.
information pertinent

aparX."

Consequently,

to the sj-tuation is processed by

amily mem.bers, qenerating a sel f -regulatory response . The
response occurs in the form of energy output, which seeks
f

to counter the effects of their daughter's illness.

Energy

that redirects internal
family energy toward strengthening its subsystem (i"e.,

is thereby expended in an effort
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husband-wif e subsystems ) dynamj-cs. All

energy expenditures are directed toward regaining
stability.
The same mother explains these dynamics in
terms of their effect on the mother-child subsystem:
After putting forth so much effort and energy into
helping [my daughter] in any way r could, r got to the
point where I was so exhausted, emotionally exhausted,
with the whol-e situation that r said, *r, m done . r
can't cont,inue this anymore
." r just backed off,
and I think that's when she kinda started. coming back
to me
. So, now we, re in the process of
rebuilding our pretty shredded relationship.
This mother aptly described the intense energy
reguired to mobilize the family's resources and work at
solving its problems. Hiqh l-evels of energy utilization
cause family homeostasis or its steady state to become
precarious, in which case family members exert considerable
ef f ort to regain bal-ance .

"rn time, if no solution is
found to reduce t.he stress, the system eventually reaches
its limits to respond adaptively, reaching a point of
exhaust.ion" (Friedman, 1ggB, p. 163).
-toss of Control_
Because it

the internal

is essential- that famil-j-es adapt to meet
and external demands placed on them, and when

the o1d ways of managing no longer apply, new behaviors and
patterns plus the flexibility
to mobilize them are needed.
often, the family system offers resistance to change,

5
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It is

for the family to experience this feeling as a loss

of control- (Friedman, 1998). One mother was succinct
stating,
control . "
patterns :

"I did not like feeling like f was not in
She descri-bed her ef forts to hol-d to preferred
*'We

tried to pu1I the reins in, you

know,

curfew, and tried to regain some control-, because we felt
we were losing control -

She bucked at that and said

and she ran away four times."

were too restrictive,

we

This

mother describes with depth the sense of her experience:
ft's

a very helpless feeling.

could do.

We made

police every time.
reaf Iy helpless

f

There was not a lot

we

phone ca1ls; we reported her to the

But

eeling.

as

j-de f rom that, it was a

It was that l-osing control,

that it was not unreasonable to have her

and I felt

expect that we would have a certain amount of control
over her l-ife as a fifteen-year-ol-d.
really was a shift in her thinking;

. So, it
that's

prompted us to want to be in control-.

what

It was scary,

and it was a feeling of helplessness.
.Re-en

ergiz ing

iVeed

Mothers aptly identified
to re-energize.

One

energy depletion and the need

mother's comment reflects

her

recognition of the need:
WeII, it was hard to see her go through that.

But

then after a while, I told myself she's up and down,
Iike a roller

coaster ride, and I just told myself
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after while, r can't do that when she's down. r just
can't. r have to stay on an even keel. when she.s
down, that doesn't mean that rrm down. And some days
I realize,

welI, it is a good day for me. ftrs

beautif ul-, the sun is shining, and r' ll- go for a walk
and hang laundry on the r j-ne . she' s having a bad day
and r'1r be here for her, but ilm not going to have a
bad day too.

r'fr

be more help to her if

r, you

know,

lmaintain I .

n concluding r drl exploration of the aspect s of t,hi s
core theme, it is fitting to acknowledge the capacity of
I

the family and its members to modify their behavior in an
attempt to regain equilibrium.
According to family systems
theory, the family adapts through fl-exibl-e organi zation
capable of internal chanqes, which is accomplished in a
variety of ways. when energy expenditure outweighs
contribution, energy depletion results.
A steady state or
equilibrium may be achieved by balancing family system
needs simultaneously with individual family member needs
(

Friedman

, 1998 ) .
Core ?heme Four: I Experrence a profound
Sense of Grief in My Life

The last theme resonates of grief

and emerges r+ith the

sentiment, **r experj-ence a profound sense of loss in my
l-ife."
Stuart and Laraia (1gg8) defj-ne grief as .*a
person' s sub j ect j-ve response to the 1oss of a person I
object or concept that is hiqhly valued" (p. g60)

.
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According to Parker, ds cited by Stuart and Laraia (1998),
grief is a

cofirmon

family response to mental illness.

The

response is related to the l-oss of the person they knew
before the j-Ilness, as well as loss of the f uture they
expected to share with their

-toss of

Hea

ill

family

member.

Tthy Child

The caregiving experience was described by the mothers

as a grief-fiIIed

one in whj-ch their

healthy child

was

losL, and their physically present child faced an uncertain
future.

mother aptly described this sense of loss:
And, always j-n the back of my mind, you know, you're
wishing what j-s my son going to become in a few years?
One

Is he going to make it through school-? Is he going to
have a normal life?

futurel .

It's

I mean, f worry about lhis
very hard
[and] f don't see

my

son as going on to have a normal l-ife in his
adul-thood.

Shattered

Dreams

This l-oss of future transformed into a sense of
shattered dreams. The same mother further explains:
But, I had those dreams of wanting the house, the
family, kids.

My husband and I were both told that

weren't abl-e to have our own children.
dream

. to have a heal thy baby .

And f had the
I t was

a compl-ete

surprise to me when I was told I was pregnant
Wow, I could have my baby.

things started to go wrong.

we

tThenl as he got oIder,
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According to Marlow (1973), every chil_d is a
narcissistic recreation of his or her parents. In the
chiLd is seen all things hoped for in themselves. Energy
invested in this manner becomes representative of an idea].
Bruce, Schul-tz and Smyrnios (1996) maintain that parent,s
wil-1 be required to re-work their expect.ations of their
ideal (i.e., modeJs of healthy behavior) throughout the
course of their

child's

illness.

The inevi-table

discrepancies between the child's non-normative health and
behavior, and what might have been had the child been
normal, were pinpointed as a continuing source of parental
grief.
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5

Dj-scussion and Impllcations
I,tlaterna J

Rol. e

Maternal role, and the feeling of responsibility

emerged as the core themer providing context and

fosters,
f

it

oundati-on f rom which the other core themes were derived.

The theme embodied the essence of role transition

and was

manifested by the dynamics of the phenomenon, described by
Meleis

(

19? 5 )

as a change in rol-e relationships,

expectations and abilities.

The dynamic evolved in

response to a maternal perception of al-tered roIe,
engendered by the j-ncreased demands assocj-ated with

changing social,

educational and health needs required by

their children afflicted

with a depresslve disorder.

RoLe Transrt ion
Rol-e transitions

j-nvolved.

do not come without a cost to those

Friedman (1998 ) notes that individuals

departing

from normative role expectations do so in a compensatory
e f f ort j-n order to handle the additional
obligations
required of the new role,
accompanj-es role transitions

Considerable stress often
as individuals may lack the

preparation or previous social- Lzation necessary to perform
these changed roles comfortably and adequately.

Stress

was

expressed by t.he mothers as a prevalent aspect associated
r^rith their

experience of expanded role

identified

as a subsuming theme of the maternal caregiving

core theme.

f

unction, and thus
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SocietaJ I{essages
Maternal role and responsibility

experienced wj,thin
the context of societal mes sages contr j-buted to the
formation of maternal- stress. According to Friedman
(1998), stress is generated by the expectation that
families function to produce members who contribute
successf urly to soci-ety. The f eering of responsibirity
engendered by role expectations, coupled with pressures,
created an anxiety and the sense that instead of
contributing to, their children may actuatly be a burden
society. Other stressors were identified as life events
that' when co-occurring with their chiLd,s depressive

on

disorder, evoked a heightened sense of mat.ernal anx j-ety .
These personal tension producing events either exacerbated
the maternar experience (i . e. , death, ill-ness ) or evolved
into further st,ressors (i.e., divorce, financialdifficulty).
Advocacy and

f/ea

Additional

lth Seeking
subsuming thernes prevalent to the maternal

caregiver core theme emerged as aspects associated with an
expanded role function.
Advocacy and health seeking were
identified

as rnaternal behaviors associated with obtaining
services and care necessary to restore their ch11d, s health
and level of function. These aspects of the maternal
caregiving exper j-ence required an action-oriented posture,

necessitating increased energy expenditure with enactment
of the expanded maternal ro1e.
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GuiLt and Sel f-Doubt
Other aspects of the core theme surfaced as affective
responses to the phenomenon. Guilt and self-doubt were

experienced as a nagging sense of maternal- role failure,
defined as the inability

required role

responsibilities

Guilt was reflected

to fulfilt
(Friedman, 1998) .

with the sense that, in some way, these mothers contributed
to the formation of their child's depressj-on.
Self-douht was expressed with descriptions reflecting
the nagging sense of being unf j-t, il-l-prepared and
incompetent, The subtheme was a preval-ent aspect of
caregiving and surfaced as feelings of inadeguacy by the
mothers performing their role as caregiver.
ft is cJear that

women'

s roles are varied,

They not

only include the roJe of mother, but that of wife,
housekeeper, provi-der and many others . However, t.he
performance of these other roles are overshadowed with the
enactment of the maternal role by these mothers.

The

maternal careglving role existed as the central role
performed by these wombn within their family matrix.
Wit,hin the context of this role, mothers are responsible
for seeking preventative and curative services, and
deciding on the proper disposition

of resources and act.ions

to comfort and assist their child over the course of thei-r
il-Iness.

Enactment of the maternal- rol-e by the mothers

studied was considered essential to their
and wel-fare.

chil-d's health
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InpTications.
The maternal role is a cri-tical

learn to enact successfully.

function a mother must

This integration

is cruc|a1

not only for the person enacting the role, but also the
family. Therefore, it is incumbent upon the nurse to
understand the dynamics of the role in order that role
problems be identifiedf
complications averted, and healthy

role behaviors promoted.
Role Lransition,
identified

in the form of expanded ro1e,
as a dynamic wj-th which the mothers have

was

struggled.

A strategy identif ied to i-mprove f amily role
relationshS-ps, f acilitate role transitions,
and counter
role transition

problems was offered by Mccl-oskey and
Bulecheck (1996) as communication. The strategy identifies
and promotes the sharing of j-deas and feelings associated

with a new roIe, with the intent of building the capacity
to perform the role.
other strategies useful- in buirding rore capacity
involve processes which help to clari f y rol-e expectations .
Rol-e clarifj-cation promotes capacity by creating an
understanding of the specific functions required to perform
the role successfully.

The strategy may be achieved

through a variety of means r ranging from simply providing
informat.ion to role modeling to mentally practicing the
rol-e (Bandura, L911; Mel_eis , l g gT ) .
Role transitions

invol-ve change . I f the required role
change is unsuccessfully met, substantial disequilibrium to
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the stressed system may occur.
or event,s calling

fn addition,

for rol-e transition

stressors inherent to the situation.
nurse working with individuals
stress is to help them identify

I

the situation

often presents with
A function of the

and families dealing with

specific

sources of stress,

then confront and manage those stressors through the
mobilization of avaiLable resourcesr problem-solving and
cop j-ng ( Friedman, 1998 ) . The nurse f amiliar with various
forms of coping is positioned to provide family heal-th
education about effective coping and also to reinforce
those strategies deemed most effective,
family tension, controlling

either by reducing

the meaning of the stressorr or

eliminate the stressor completely.
SociaL Support
Social- networks of support function as a resource to
the individual struggling wj-th various personal issues and
dealing with pivotal matters regarding education, health,
welf are servj-ces and so f orth. According to Friedman
' seeking and using support within an individual,s
social net.work has been noted to alleviate some of the
(1998)

pressures associated with family life
integration

and contribute to the

of more effectj-ve patterns of coping by the

individual .

support systems achieve these positj-ve

contributions

by servJ-ng to provide nurturance, emotional-

support and direct assj-stance to individuals
(

Erledman

,

19 98 )

.

and families

4
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The mothers studied provided detailed descriptions of

their

social support networks, which depict,ed complex
systems of interactions and reflected ties to a broad array
of individuals, f amil-ies and groups. This portrayaf
referenced the profound infLuence these associations held,
as a force that either enhanced or detracted from their
experience as mother. A mother's perception of support, or
Iack of support, was closely linked with the Ievel of
parenting satisfaction experienced over the course of her
child's

illness.

Those mot.hers expressing the perception

of adequate support also expressed an increased sense of
well--being and parental competency.
Two colTlmon distinctions

prevlously made of support
systems were either that of formal- or informal . Both forms
were incruded in the mothers, descriptions of support
systems used and were identified

as important resources
employed by the mothers to facilitate
coping. The tendency
to use informal systems was most spontaneousfy employed by
the mothers; formal supports were used for those
speciallzed or complex needs that could not be met by
informal means.
Implicat:ons.
The presence of adequate support provided somewhat of

an attenuating effect,

buffering agaj_nst some of the
st ressors associated with caring f or a chil-d with
depression. The l-iterature upheld this f inding, linking
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positive

coping and emotional functi-oning,
Given the influence social support bears on

human

coping and well-bei.ng, a family assessment that incl-udes

an

appraisal of a family's use of socj-al supports with
established cultural

norms and present social context is of

crucial ccnsideration for the nurse working with a family.
Identification

of those availahle supports can be used hy

the nurse to intervene as necessary to enhance or extend
individual' s informal or formal- sociaf networks in

an

an

attempt to meet the assessed need.
Sti

Stigma, literaIly

grna

interpreted,

means mark of shame.

As its meaning implies, it is often the cause of
embarrassment and hardship for families with a mentally ifl

member. The mothers studied referenced the effects of
stigma as a sense of hostility,
casesr indifference

criticism

and, in

some

experienced consequential to their

parenting a child with depression. They directly
referenced feelings of being judged and blamed for their
child's j-J1ness. These feelings were often accompanied
with maternal expressions of self-doubt,

possibly serving

to exacerbate that aspect of parentj-ng.

Because mothers

continue to assume the

ma

j or chil-drearing responsibility

our cuJture, when blame is ascribed, mothers feel
particularly

vul-nerabJe to its ef fects.

The nocuous

effects associated with stigma incl-uded maternal

in
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stereotyping.

fear, distrust

B?

and

Stigma thus represents a maj or obstacle for

famj-lies attempting to develop relationships

and engage in

soclal support.
Implica tions

.

The publicat. j-on of the f irst

Surgeon General' s Report

on Mental Health (1999) identifies

leading public health priority.

mental health as
ft distinguishes

a

stigma

as

a formidable harrier to heal-th and a profoundly destructive
force affecting people's lives.
where this form of
prej udice is encountered in social networks, it becomes
imperative for the nurse to intervene using strategies to

counteract its negatj_ve infl_uence.
As a public health priori-ty,

mental heal-th promotion

cal-l-s for stigma-reducing ef forts.

Publj-c health problems

are best answered with pubric hearth approaches.
Strategies reflective of this approach are interventions
determined to impact the three leve1s of public health
practice.
These efforts target the individual, community
and systems leveJs of practj-ce.
Examples of j-nterventions targeting t.he three practice
l-evels might include education and supplemental support
provided a person individually to counter the effects of
stigma at the individual

leveJ.

A community prevention

p1an, involving an anti-stigma campaign directed with the
intent of conmunity education, intervenes at the community
revel .

A systems lever intervention

cal-ling for
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changes in policy,

countering the effects resulting
within the organization,

procedures or philosophy,
in stigmat.izing practices

intervenes at the systems level.

FamiTy DiseguiJ r.bri

um

Homeostasis, as it applies Lo families,

sociological
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is a famil-iar

concept. The concept is meant to represent

the dynamic nature of a family system's attempts at
maintaining a uniform and beneficial
equilibrium,

Vflhen

or state of

stressed, the family system seeks to

egualize itsel-f through internal
subsystems and externally

(i.e.,

stability

adjustments of its

by control-Iing its boundaries

point of contact between itself

and other outside

systerns) (n'r:-edman, 1998; Boss et EJ., 1993).

Stressed

systems, such as those enduring a member's illness
problemf require j-ncreased levels of activity
stability,

and therefore utj-Iize

or other

to rnaintain

large quantities

of energy

to this end. Consequentfy, these systems "must receive
greater amounts of input from the environment in order to
meet their energy demands" (Friedman, 1998, p. 159)

.

The mothers studidd all- described a personal sense of

imbalance, di sorder o.r

l-os

s of control- within their context

of family. This feeling was expressed with comments like,
*tThings seem to be f alling apa rL, " and similar statements
related to their overalL experj-ence of family instability.
This disruption to the famify's

steady state came about

when energy flowing into the system becarne insufficient

support the system's integrity,

to

thus augrmenting the sense
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that the usual ways of functioning as a family no 1onger
worked.
InpJ ica

tions

Nel.man

(1999

disequilihrium
HEC

theory .

.

) rends ins ight into the phenomena of
and reveals a pot.ential for action through

The theory provides , when the predi ctabl_e

fructuations

of a system's steady state is disrupted by
some critical
event (i.e., a child, s depression), a giant
f luctuation results,the system is propell-ed into chaos
-and

(see Appendix E) .

The system experiencing dj_sorder now is
in a process of reorganLzing. The goal of the system
exper j-encing disorder is to re-stabili ze by interacting

with its environment. Environmental energy, in the form of
material- s , inf ormation, new ideas , techni ques ,
opportunities and resources I i-s requi-red and utilized to
strengthen and solve the problems facing the system (Satir,
198I ) . When the stabilizat j-on process is successf u1ly
achieved' a new' transcende,C leveI of order einerges. This
transcendence is defined by Reed (1991) as expansion of
self-boundaries and an orientation to broadened
perspective s and l_ i f e purpos es .
These dynami-cs refrective

of the

HEC

theory,

explicated by Newman (1999), are facil-itated when the nurse
enters into a partnership wit.h the client from the
beginning of the chaotic phase to stabj-lization at a new
Ievel- - The essence of this partnership is formed within
cari-ng reLationship.

rt i s through this rel-ational

a
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paradigm that the j-nsightful process, pattern recognition,

The key to the process is its mutuality.

occurs.

nurse engages the individual
patLern recognition,

The

in the mutual process of

sensing into the pattern of the whole

in which there is a "forming of shared consciousness"
(p. 1!2) , posit.ed as t'the interpeneLration of two [energy]
fields"

(p. LLZ) .

The theory postulates that one's

consciousness carries healing energy.

The process

conceptual-izes the pattern of the nurse' s consciousness
a "tuning fork,
the client

as

resonating at a healing frequency, while

has the opportunity within the mutual person-

environment process to tune, to resonate, to that
frequency" (p. 113). Watson (1999) agrees that healing
energy can be communicated between people within a given
"caring moment" (p. 224) .
Pattern recoqnition j-s at the heart of, and essential
to, the process of expanding consciousness. It is through
the process of pattern recognj-tion that new ways of
function become evident and re-stabili

zation of the family

system occurs.

Recognition of family patterns was elicited
the mothers teIl

their stories of what they had experienced

in regard to their children' s illness.

The dynamics of the

pattern became apparent as they identified
events in their

by having

the people and

lives that were most meaningful to them.

However, it was not the content of the patterns that

was

the important finding of this research; it was the process
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in which as nurse-researcher, I entered into the family
process and formed a caring relationship.
This
relationship

emphasj-zed the mutual connectedness between

nurse and mother, and was characterized by the motherrs
expressed feeling of being really known and cared for by
the nurse. The power of this relationship was reveal-ed as
one mother responded in tears; she hadnrt the words to
express the sense that someone had listened, understood and
cared. covey ( 1 990 ) explains the significance of

understanding the world as experienced by another as
meeting a great human need: t'Next to physicar survivar,
the greatest need of a human being is psychological
survival--to be underst.ood, to be affirmed, to be validated,
to be appreciated" (p. 24lt .
Gri ef

The Literature

on grief often associates it with
parenting a disahl-ed chiId, or one with a chronic health
condition.

These associations reported in the literature

were consistent with the findings of this study. The study
reveal-ed that underl ying the experience of being a mother
of a child with depression exists the pervasj-ve theme of
Ioss and grrief .
Loss was referenced by the mothers stud.ied as the loss
of a normal, healthy chil-d. This 1oss of an ideaLized

chiLd further represented shattered dreams of a successfulfuture imagined for the child.
Davis and Schul-tz (l-gg?)
explain that wit.h t,he onset of ment,al- illness,

parents lose

gZ
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the child they once knew and consequently *'grieve the death

of hopes and dreams both they and the iII person had"
(p. 369). They further specify that grief is not confined
to the ross brought about by the diagnosis. rnstead,
"grieving j-s ongoing whereby parents are progressively
challenged by reminders of the discrepancy between what
their chil-d should be, and what their child is"
Impl icat ions .

(p, 369).

Given the findings produced by thls study, that
mothers of children with depression experience a complex
reorqanization of lifestyle,

self-perception,

economic security and belief

system, one of their primary

ro1e,

needs is support in acknowledging and coming to terms with

their loss and grief.
It has been suggested that education for parents
include information that grief is a normal response to
parenting a child with depression.

Consequently, parents

with this understanding may be in a better position to
address their persorral feelings of loss and grief .
Referral- to groups specifically

designed for these parents

has the potential

healthy resolution

to facil-itate

response ( Davis & SchuLLz,

19 97

)

of this

.

Incidentaf Theme
A theme emerging as an j-ncidental theme, and a

rna

j or

dj-mension of meaning for two of the three mothers

experiencing the phenomenon, will be considered here
because of the important implications

it has for nursing
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practice.
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The theme emerged as "f experience a pervasive

undercurrent of fear, associated with an anticipated loss
of my child to a self-injurious
behavior.,,
This theme emerged amidst the backdrop of societal
recognition of the enormity of the problem of adol-escent
suicj-de and its inherent connection to depression. The
mothers studied were al,I too aware of that connection, and
when considered along with the sui-cidal ideology revealed

by their youth, experienced intense worry and heightened
sense of awareness of the problem.
ImpJ

icat ions

suicide prevention, representing a public health
priority,
shoul-d be j-ntervened using a public heal_th
strategy.

The approach best suit.ed calls

f or

the three

levels of prevention identified hy Leavell and crark
(1955). This model of intervention describes the scope of
responsibility characterist.ic to each l-eveI of prevention.
The revers are identified

as primary, secondary

and

prevention and are based on interventions designed
to hal-t the natural progression assocj-ated with the disease
tertiary

process (i. e. , absence of disease, risk of disease, actualdisease presence) . fnterventions designe,C as primary
preventj-on aim at altering the susceptibility
or reducing
exposure of persons j-n general to the risk of developing
disease.

These measures are universarf y appried t.o

population (Maurer & Smith, 2000) .

a

Prevention efforts

at
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this leve1 might focus on enhancing family function
promote youth development opportunities.
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and

Secondary prevention is aimed at early detection and

prompt treatment,

e

ither to cure a disease or

sl-or"r

its

progressi-on. These ef f orts are generally described

as

targetedr ds they are often directed toward at-risk
populations. An intervention employed at this Ievel might
invol-ve the development of a screening program targeting
youth derivered at various community sites
frequented by them (Maurer & Smith, 2000) .

at-risk

Interventions
aj-med

at limiting

assigned as tertiary
disability

disease and rehabilitation
of function attributed

prevention are

in persons affected by
for persons suffering

to the disease.

a

from loss

Interventions at

this leveI flow from those earlier

described interventions
designed as strategies assigned to impact j-ssues associated
with j-dentified core themes (Maurer & Smith, 2000) .
L

imitations

Questions have often been raised regarding the
usefulness of the results generated by qualitative studies.
Issues have centered on the lack of random sampling and
small sample size as argiuments used against generalizing
resul-ts to the larger population.

The applj-cat.ion of

phenomenological research is never to be taken as

universal.

The general structure

is intended to appfy

withln a certain context, and therefore a valid possibility
to be considered generally.

These l-imitations

of
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qualitative studies are therefore recognized and understood
(Dahlberg, €t aI.1 2001).
Summary

The findings from this research link external elements
(i'e', support) and internal el-ements (i.e., self-imposed
respons j-hility
as sociated with role and attendant f eel-ings
)

as the structures of meaning, defining the nature of the
experience as opposed to the study' s original hypothesis.
The el-ements definj-tive

of the phenomenon emerged as
maternal issues rather than the speculated and l-iteraturesupported issues of burden created by the chird.
Psychosocial r

conomj-c and cultural

inf luences withj-n the
community were found to add dimension and shape, uncovering
depth and rneaning of the phenornenon.
e

Maternal- role provides the foundation from which
emerged the other core themes. The enactment of maternal-

rol-e was f ound to requJ,re increased energy expenditure,
with other aspects rinked to the mother, s perception of
adequate or j-nadequate role perf ormance, The grief therne
was tied cJosely to the maternal- rol-e and was a normaL
ext ensi on of t,he strong a f f il-iation between mother and

child.

Diseguilibrium

grew out of maternal energy

expendi ture requi red of the expanded role and inf l-uences

attributed

to related caregiving aspects " These elements
correlate with Newman' s ( 1 999 ) theory, which incorporates
the concept of dissi-pative structures (see Appendix E).
The issues surrounding the core theme, support, offer to
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val-idate a cont ention made hy the hypothesis that maternal
experr_ence

r_

envi ronment

.

s l- inked

to

f

orces wi thin the cofirmuni t y
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Conclusions

Life has to be rived in the present. rt cannot be
objectified as something in the futuref nor can it be
mirrored as something in the past.
Rather, life is what life itself

accompl-ishes, enjoys,

survives and what, l-ike a river, it guides through
itsel-f and carries by its own stream. Life is, as
they have said and taught since the nineteenth
century, 'fived experience., And rife i_s not onry
occasionally a 'Lived experience,' but is a continuous
chain of 'l-ived experlences, (Heidegger, 19g1, 1g93,
p. 76).
As nursesr w€ are calted to contempJat,e disease not
a discreet entity, whi-ch cal_ls f or a cure, but f rom a

as

holistic

perspective as it impacts peoplers rives. since
the t,ime of Nightingale, nursing's concern has been care of
the whole person (or famj-ly) . Thereforer w€ form a
relationship

with the person (or f amj_ly) and participate
empatheticafly in their experience. It is through this
caring reL ationship we become cl-ear on the nurs ing
paradlgm' '*which manifests itsetf in sensitivity to se1f,
attention to others, and creativity,, (Newman, rggg,
p- 140) - To do this, we must enter into anotherrs worl-d.
That is, we must listen to what that person says and to how
the person makes sense of and puts Jife,s events together.
The essence of the process i-s *being ful1y present in a
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transformation of ourselves and others as we allow the
meaning of the new reality unfold" (p. 140).
Given the prevalence of chil-dhood depre s s ion and its

impact on the maternal role r Ers was determined as a result
of this study, addj-tlonal research is indicated,
Research,
which focuses further on the nature of the experience,
exploring other dimensions previously unidentifiedr

ffidy

increase an overal1 sense of the phenomenon. Uncovering
other such aspects as cul-ture and paternal experience,
del-ving into the individual

identified

themes

and

as

exper j-enced phenomena, rTright add to understanding and

create a better appreciation and sensitivit.y

to individual

needs associ-ated with a theme.

This study has taken a rare look at the experience of
being a mother of a chil-d with depression.
description distinct,

critical

It brings to

elements of the

phenomenon

and stimulates a perceptj-veness for its richness, offering
breadth and depth to the experience.

The themes identified

from descriptions of the mothers' experiences could serve
as a framework of anticipatory

guidance for other mothers

in the throes of the experience, providing support for
their chal-lenges and developing other interventions
appropriate.

This is the first

study of its

as

kind to

document, from a mother's perspective, what is important to
them in their maternal role:

depression,
grief,

caring for their

child with

In some areas, such as support, st.ressors

the mothers' subjective comments reinforced

and
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empirical findings.

fn other areas, such as the burden of
care as it relates to child behaviors, new ideas were
generated. Based on what mothers stated in this study, it
i s recofiImended that nurses

(1

) be open and present to the

parent, (2) assess for social- support and assist with
accessing supports as indicated, (3) prevent stressors

and

establish strategies to deal- with stressors should they
occur, and (4) reinforce stigma-reducing tactics associated
with negative maternal affective

responses. Reflecting

on

these j-deas may help mothers achieve confidence in their
parenting role by improving the overall sense of competence
and well-being in its enactment.
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A

of Approval

COUNTY
Hurncn Services

6.30

STEELE

Ficrence

Ar,

P.C. Box 89
Cwgtonnc, MN

SiANLEY A. GROFF, MSW

Tel. 5A744a-7

Dlreclor

FAX 507-45],s

2002

Norma Noonan, Ph.D., Chair
Augsburg College lnstitutional Review Board
2211 River:side Avenue Campus Box 107
Minneapolis MN 5545+1351

Madam Chair,
Maralou R. Brose has provided rne with a copy of her research proposal to the
Augsburg lnstiUtional Review Board,
Maralou will be recruiting volunteer respondenF with the assistance of children's mental
health case managers ernployed by this agency.

Approval is granted to Maralou toconductthe research she proposes in fulfillrnent of the
requirements for the Master's in Nursing degree through Augsburg College.
Sincerely,

''stanley A
Diredor

G

MSW

Steele County Departrrent of Hurnan Services

"AN

EQTJAL

OPPOEruHilTY EMPLOYEP
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B

Recruitment Script

Recruj-tment script:
r am cal-ling on behal-f of
Maralou Bros€, who is a Steel-e County Public Health
Nurse and graduate nursing student at Augsburg
corlege. she is studying the experience of being
the mother of a child with depression. she would
l-ike to improve on the understanding of the impact
that chil-dhood depression has on families, and with
this knowledge help create a community of care for
families experiencing depression. wou1.c you give
permis s ion f or me to contact Maral-ou with your name
and phone number so she may expl-ain the particulars
of the research with you? You are free to decline

now, or if you choos€r you are free to decline
after Maralou contacts you and provides you with
the information about the study.
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Informed Consent

Form

IN}'OR]}TED CONSEI{T
You are invited to participate in a study about mother's experiances raising a ctrild with depression. I
hope to leam what it is like for you and to learn the meaning of the experiance for you. You were
selected as a possible participant because of contact made by your children's mental health case
manager, and your expressed interest in wanting to increase an understanding about chil&en's mental
health issues important to families. Please review this form and ask any questions you may have before
agreeing to be in the study.

I, Maralou R Brose, as a graduate student in the Master's program in Transcultural Community Health
Nursing, am conducting a field study project through Augsburg College. My advisor is Dr. Sue Nastr.
PURPOSE OF THE STTJDY:
The purpose of the study is to gain an understanding of the expuience of being the mother of a drild

with depression. The knowledge gained by understanding the maternal experience and meaning

attributed to it by mothers may well contribute to significant changes in how health care providers,
human service workers and mental health care providers deliver care, services and give support.

PROCEDIIRE:

If you decide to participate in the study, I will interview you at a time and place that is convenieflt for
you. The interview will be audiotaped and last one to two hours, I will ask you to explain about
experiences and feelings you have had about being the mother of a child with depression. The
interview will be transcribed. I will mail you a written summary of the interview after I have
completed my analysis. I will contact you so that we can arrange a second interview that will last no
more than one hour. The second interview will provide an opporfunity for you to give me feedback and
additional information. I may use the second interview to pose new questions to you and to clarifo
parts of the summary with you.

RISKS ANI} BEITTEFITS:
In some cases, there can be some emotional discomfort relating to personal experience of raising a child
with depression. Should you feel uncomfortable discussing particular experiurces you have had, you

will be free to decline to answer any particular question, or you may withdraw your consent at any time
and discontinue participation in the study. South Central Human Relations Center at l-507451-2630
provides mental health services and suppmt group opportunities. The Center requires a fee based on
your income, or bills insurance plzurs and medical assistance. This is a community resource available to
you if you are experiencing feelings you want help with as a result of this study. A participant may
experience an indirect benefit by being supported in sharing their story; some may find this process
healing; others may be benefited by being linked to resources of which they may not have otherwise
been aware. There is no direct benefit of money to participate in this study.
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COI\IFTI}ENTIALITY:
Qualitative researdt usually involves small numbers of study participants. For this reason, absolute
confidentiality cannot be completely guaranteed. Your identity as a participant will not be revealed
and no informatiur ttrat will make it possible to idantify you as a participant will be included in any
published report of the findings. Names of individuals you may refer to during the interviews will be
excluded from the transcripts. Other persons who view the transcripts and my notes are my reseaxch
advisor at Augsburg College and a tanscriptiurist Intervienr records and my personal notes during
this study will be kept in a locked file, and only I will have access to thern. Audiotapes witt be stored
securely until the end of ttre study and then erased by Novemher 2003. All raw data will be destoyed
by November of 2003.

CONTACTS AND QIJESTIONS:
The researcher conducting this field project is Maralou R. Brose" You may ask questifrrs you have

now. If you have questions later, you can contact me at l-507-444 -7659. You can also contact my
advisor, Dr. Sue Nash, at l-507-2814379. You will be given a copy of the consent form.
STATEMENT OF CONSENT:
I have read the above informatisr. I have received answers to my questions. I consent to partieipation

in the study.

Signahre

Date

(First Name Only)

Si

gnatrne of in vestigator

Date

I consent to allow the use of an audio recorder to tape my ans\ryers in response to questiurs posed to
me by the investigator.
Signature

Date

I consent to allow use of my direct quotations in the published field project document
Signature

If I feel this study
Signaflre

Date

causes me distess, I have the right to withdraw from the study.

Date
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Intervi-ew Format
Prospective Questions (parti-cipant currently undergoing
experience ) :
1. *tTeJI me about the most important thing that has
happened to you recent fy . "
2

.

'tTel I me about what has caused you

to be happy

recently. "
3.

"Pick a typical- day and help me understand what it is
1ike. "

Retrospective Question (participant
experience:
1.

t*hIhat is it

has undergone the

like to have Ij-ved this experience?"

Probes to be used with both approaches:
1. t'Te11 me more. "

2.
3

.

4.

"How was that for you?"
'*

f 'm not sure f ' understand . "

"What do you mean?"
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Family Disequilib rium:
Dissapative Structure = diffuse energy expenditure
Chaotic function

'4

Restabilization at a
transcended level:

Equilibrium

Increased Enerry required of:
Expanded Matemal Role
(Advocacy, Health ***)

Chance event:

Child's depression

*

Stress

Guilt
Self-doubt

t
t
Stigma

Social Support

c.!"r
Stable normal flux:

Equilibrium
Period of nurse-client relationship from
beginning of chaotic phase.to stabilization at

Figure L Nursing partnership with client during period of uncertainty and reorganizing.
(Adapted M. Newman,1999, p. 38)
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